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Abstract
Naturally fractured reservoirs have attracted an increased interest of exploration and
production geophysics in recent years. In many instances, natural fractures control
the permeability of the reservoir, and hence the ability to nd and characterize frac-
tured areas of the reservoir represents a major challenge for seismic investigations.
In fractured and porous reservoirs the uid a¤ects elastic anisotropy of the rock and
also causes signicant frequency dependent attenuation and dispersion. In this study
we develop a mathematical model for seismic wave attenuation and dispersion in a
porous medium in a porous medium with aligned fractured, caused by wave induced
uid ow between pores and fractures.
In this work fractures in the porous rock are modelled as very thin and highly porous
layers in a porous background. Dry highly porous materials have low elastic moduli;
thus dry skeleton of our system contains thin and soft layers, and is described by
linear slip theory. The uid saturated rock with high-porosity layers is described
by equations of poroelasticity with periodically varying coe¢ cients. These equations
are analyzed using propagator matrix approach commonly used to study e¤ective
properties of layered systems. This yields a dispersion equation for a periodically
layered saturated porous medium taking into account uid communication between
pore spaces of the layers. Taking in this dispersion equation a limit of small thickness
for high-porosity layers gives the velocity and attenuation as a function of frequency
and fracture parameters.
The results of this analysis show that porous saturated rock with aligned fractures
exhibits signicant attenuation and velocity dispersion due to wave induced uid
ow between pores and fractures. At low frequencies the material properties are
equal to those obtained by anisotropic Gassmann theory applied to a porous material
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with linear-slip interfaces. At high frequencies the results are equivalent to those for
fractures with vanishingly small normal slip in a solid (non-porous) background. The
characteristic frequency of the attenuation and dispersion depends on the background
permeability, uid viscosity, as well as fracture density and spacing.
The wave induced uid ow between pores and fractures considered in this work has
exactly the same physical nature as so-called squirt ow, which is widely believed to
by a major cause of seismic attenuation. Hence, the present model can be viewed as a
new model of squirt-ow attenuation, consistent with Biots theory of poroelasticity.
The theoretical results of this work are also limited by the assumption of periodic
distribution of fractures. In reality fractures may be distributed in a random fashion.
Sensitivity of our results to the violation of the periodicity assumption was examined
numerically using reectivity modelling for layered poroelastic media. Numerical ex-
periments for a random distribution of fractures of the same thickness still show
surprisingly good agreement with theoretical results obtained for periodic fractures.
However this agreement may break down if fracture properties are allowed to vary
from fracture to fracture.
The results of this thesis show how to compute frequency dependences of attenuation
and velocity caused by wave induced uid ow between pores and fractures. These
results can be used to obtain important parameters of fractured reservoirs, such
as permeability and fracture weakness, from attenuation measurements. The major
requirement for the success of such an approach is that measurements must be made
in over a relatively broad frequency range.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Natural fractures in rocks
1.1.1 Geological formation of fractures
Naturally fractured reservoirs have attracted an increased interest of exploration and
production geophysics in recent years. In many instances, natural fractures control the
permeability of the reservoir, and hence the ability to nd and characterize fractured
areas of the reservoir represents a major challenge for seismic investigations. Natural
fractures inuence the permeability of the reservoir; therefore the ability to nd and
characterize fractured areas of the reservoir represents a major challenge for modern
seismic investigations.
The formation of natural fractures arises from geological processes of physical defor-
mation or diagenesis, which induce strains exceeding the maximum strength of the
rock. Main processes responsible for the formation of fractures are listed by Landes
(1959) as: structural deformation arising from folding and faulting, deep and rapid
erosion of overburden that allows uplift and expansion of depth pressured rocks, vol-
ume reduction caused by dewatering of shales, cooling of igneous rocks, or desiccation
in sedimentary rocks, paleokarstication and solution collapse, release of high pore
uid pressure in sedimentary strata and meteorite impacts that cause complex, highly
brecciate, fracture systems.
Geologically fractures are classied as tectonic, regional or diagenetic. Tectonic frac-
tures can occur as a result of some local tectonic event, such as faulting or folding
processes. Fractures due to faulting normally form as a result of the regional stresses
that caused the faulting, not the faulting process itself. On the other hand, fractures
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caused by folding, form as a result of the actual folding process, and not the regional
stresses. These fractures are the most important type of fractures for petroleum ex-
ploration because they are associated with the actual hydrocarbon production.
Regional fractures do not depend on local structures and are initiated by surface
forces. They tend to develop over large areas of the earths crust in an orthogonal
pattern. Regional fractures have very little variation in orientation, no o¤set across
the fracture plane, and are always perpendicular to major bedding surfaces. Therefore
the presence of regional fractures enables uid ow.
Diagenetic fractures form due to diagenetic changes in the host rock, including desic-
cation, syneresis, thermal gradients and mineral phase changes, and are initiated by
body forces rather than surface forces.
The stress applied during these geological processes induces strain. Strain is consid-
ered to be any change in the original size or shape of the rock caused by the stress
applied to the rock. The actual response of a rock to stress is dependent on pressure
(depth), temperature, competence and rate of deformation (strain rate). Low levels
of stress induce elastic (linear) deformation and the rocks original shape is recov-
ered once the stress is removed. This linear relationship between stress and strain
is dened by Hookes law, but it no longer holds at levels of stress higher than the
elastic limit of the rock. Therefore, when stress applied is higher than the elastic limit
of the rocks plastic deformation (change in shape or size that is not recovered once
the stress is removed) can arise. However, although plastic deformation can decrease
the strain above the plastic yield point, most rocks do not undergo a plastic yield
phase and once, the external stress exceeds the maximum or rupture strength of the
rock, dened by the yield point, the rock will su¤er a brittle failure and fracture.
Once the rock fractures there is a sudden decrease in the e¤ective stress. If the rock
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moves along the fracture, the stress continues to decrease as the rock undergoes brittle
deformation. Rocks usually fracture at strains of 10 3 to 10 4.
Three dimensional stress elds are resolved in three orthogonal directions, the prin-
cipal axes of stress, denoted as 3, 2, 1 for maximum, intermediate and minimum
normal stress respectively. Along the principal axes of stress, normal stresses are at
a maximum while shear stresses are zero. Rocks fail along planes at angles of 45 de-
grees or less to the axis of maximum stress 3. Since 3 is usually perpendicular to
the earths surface, most natural fractures are sub-vertical to vertical.
1.1.2 Fracture properties and morphology
The porosity and permeability of rock formations can be of two general types, primary
or secondary. Primary porosity and permeability is caused by the open spaces in the
rock that existed at its formation. Fracture porosity and permeability is described as
secondary as it occurred after the deposition and have no direct relation to the form
of the sedimentary particles.
Permeability is the capability of a rock to transmit uids. Many factors are involved
in the relative permeability of rocks. In general, coarser grained sedimentary rocks are
more permeable. The permeability of fractures depends on both fracture morphology
and the scale of measurement. The presence of uncemented and open fractures in-
creases the secondary permeability, and hence total permeability, of a rock. Fractures
held open by partial mineralization can reach apertures over 0.2 mm wide (Aguilera
1998).
Fracture morphology relates to the characteristics of fracture surfaces and fracture
ll. Fracture morphology can be described as open, deformed, mineral lled or vuggy
(Nelson 2001).
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Open fractures are uncemented and have no secondary mineralization or alteration
of the original fracture surface. Fracture width is usually very small and fracture
porosity is a fraction of a percent. Open fractures increase permeability parallel to
the fracture strike but have negligible e¤ect perpendicular to the fracture strike.
Deformed fractures include gouge lled fractures and slickenside fractures. Gouge is
a nely abraded material that results from sliding motion along shear fractures in
friable rock, which reduces fracture permeability. A slickenslide is a polished fracture
surface resulting from frictional sliding along a fault plane, which can increase frac-
ture permeability parallel to the fracture but decrease permeability perpendicular to
the fracture. Deformed fractures can cause permeability anisotropy in an otherwise
isotropic reservoir.
Mineral lled fractures are lled, or partially lled, with post fracture formation
mineralization. Completely lled fractures form impermeable barriers that inhibit
uid ow. Partially lled fractures can increase hydrocarbon recovery because the
secondary mineralization holds the fractures open during production.
Vuggy fractures result from acidic water percolating through fractures. Vuggy frac-
tures usually remain open during production and have irregular and rounded shapes
that can signicantly increase reservoir porosity and permeability.
1.1.3 Fractured reservoirs
Natural fractures are present in most reservoirs, although the degree of fracturing
is related to stress, host rock properties, pore uid composition and pressure, and
thermal history. Fracturing a¤ects competent rock, such as cemented sandstones and
carbonates, more than incompetent rock, such as shale and evaporates. High quality
reservoir rocks are usually competent with high yield points.
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The production of hydrocarbon reservoirs depends on the uid ow within the reser-
voir. In many cases, the density and orientation of natural fractures controls the
permeability of the reservoir. To e¢ ciently deplete fractured reservoirs, the theoreti-
cal model to describe the e¤ect of fractures on permeability and reserve distribution
needs to be designed.
Natural fractures can have a positive, neutral or negative e¤ect on permeability and
uid ow. The e¤ect of fractures on reservoir productivity depends on the lithology
and fabric of the host rock, and the density, orientation and morphology of the frac-
tures. Fracture porosity and permeability are more signicant in regions of higher
fracture density.
Open fractures increase the permeability and porosity of a reservoir, increasing the
volume of interconnecting pores and allowing uid migration into and within the
reservoir. Open fractures signicantly increase permeability in the direction parallel
to fracture strike. Fractures orientated parallel to the maximum principal normal
stress are usually open for uninhibited uid ow. Vertical fractures can form uid mi-
gration pathways from generating source beds to traps, increasing reservoir charge in
the region of fracturing. With increasing compressive stress, the decreasing aperture
of fractures oriented perpendicular to the stress axis leads to a decrease in permeabil-
ity both parallel and perpendicular to the stress. For ow parallel to the maximum
horizontal stress direction, this is a consequence of the nite length of the fractures,
ow in fractures perpendicular to the stress direction being required to connect frac-
tures oriented parallel to the stress direction (Sayers 1990).
Closed fractures form impermeable barriers that inhibit uid ow and cause perme-
ability anisotropy. The heterogeneous distribution of charge in anisotropic reservoirs
with closed fractures, results in more unproductive wells and limited hydrocarbon
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recovery.
Fractures can alternate between open and closed following precipitation of solutions
in the fractures, or changes in stress. Open fractures usually close during production
unless held open by partial mineralization.
Fractured reservoirs can be classied according to the e¤ect of the fracture system on
reservoir quality. Relating the porosity and permeability contributions of the matrix
and the fractures, Nelson (2001) describes four types of fractured reservoirs.
I. Fracture system contributes reservoir storage, porosity and permeability.
II. Matrix contributes reservoir storage and porosity. Fracture system contributes
required permeability to an otherwise unproductive reservoir.
III. Matrix contributes reservoir storage, porosity and permeability. Fracture system
contributes additional permeability to a productive reservoir.
IV. Fracture system forms impermeable barriers, inhibit uid ow and cause reservoir
anisotropy. Fractures contribute no additional porosity or permeability.
Fractures increase reservoir quality in fractured reservoir types I to III, but decrease
it in fractured reservoir type IV. In Type I and II reservoirs, reserves are stored in the
fractures or require fractures to be recovered from a region of the matrix. A variation
in fracture density has big e¤ect on production distribution as a small proportion of
wells produce most of the reserves. These reservoirs have more unproductive wells. In
Type III & IV reservoirs, reserves are stored in the dominant matrix. A variation in
fracture density has little e¤ect on production distribution as most wells produce an
equal proportion of the reserves. Type III and IV reservoirs have fewer unproductive
wells.
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To characterize reservoirs with natural fractures, we require expressions relating the
elastic properties of the reservoir rock to the properties of the fractures and uid. E¢ -
cient primary and secondary production depends on detecting fractures and determin-
ing their e¤ect on uid ow and reserve distribution in reservoirs. Unproductive wells
are often drilled on the assumption that reserves are homogeneously distributed and
controlled only by the matrix. To deplete the inhomogeneous distribution of reserves
in fractured reservoirs, the e¤ect of fractures on permeability must be accounted for.
The e¤ect of fractures on permeability depends on their density, orientation and ll.
If these fracture properties and geometry of fractures can be determined using seismic
methods, than thanks to the advanced drilling technology lateral wells can be drilled
across open fractures and in areas of high fracture density and permeability.
1.2 Seismic measurements and interpretation
Acoustic and elastic waves are extensively used in the oil and gas industry to im-
age subsurface down to a few kilometers and obtain information about geological
structures and sedimentary rocks. Measurement techniques using waves comprise
surface seismic, vertical seismic proling (VSP), cross-well tomography, sonic logging
and ultrasonic measurements in laboratory. These techniques use di¤erent sources of
acoustic waves in di¤erent frequency ranges. Waves propagate through the formation
(medium, rock) and are detected by the receivers in form of seismograms (traces,
waveforms). Objective of all these techniques is to extract information in terms of
rock properties from measured seismograms.
Surface seismic method is based on recording reected waves from the interfaces
between layers of di¤erent elastic properties (acoustic impedances). Sources are small
dynamite explosions (or air-gun explosions in marine seismic) producing waves in
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frequency range 10-100 Hz. From the arrival times of reected waves velocities of
layers and depth of interfaces are extracted. Also amplitudes of signals as a function
of o¤set (distance between source and receiver) are used in data processing. Basic
assumption of these methods is that given geological formation corresponds to a
given signature in seismogram, so lithology information of sedimentary rocks can be
obtained doing inversion of measured data.
VSP method is used in areas with boreholes, in which receivers are placed while
sources remain on the surface. This allows higher frequencies of signals, up to 400
Hz. Putting sources and receivers in boreholes allows cross-hole measurements up
to the frequency of 1 kHz and the use of inversion technique called tomography.
Resolution depends on frequency and is of order of 1 m for cross-hole methods and
20 m for surface seismic.
Finally, sonic (2-100 kHz) and ultrasonic (up to 10 MHz) borehole logging techniques
allow to investigate reservoir with much higher resolution down to the pore scale.
These techniques also have the smallest depth of investigations, and therefore can
only be used in boreholes in the method known as sonic logging. This method is
based on measured refracted waves propagating along the boreholes. This method is
used to estimate porosity, and di¤erentiate di¤erent formations.
Classical processing and interpretation of measurements using all these methods
which cover a wide range of frequencies, traditionally were mostly applied to de-
lineate rock interfaces to evaluate structures that might contain hydrocarbons. These
methods did not take into account frequency dependent phenomena such as disper-
sion, assuming that all geological formations can be represented by a linear elastic
solid. Word elasticmeans that portion of medium deformed by an external force will
completely return to its undeformed state after force was removed. This process of
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deformation is reversible. Linearmeans that relation between stress and strain is lin-
ear. It is known that linear elastic continuum is non-dispersive (velocity of waves does
not depend on frequency). E¤ects of wave induced uid ow were neglected. These
methods are e¤ective in imaging interfaces and faults on large scale, but relatively
little use has been made of seismic waves for the determination of rock properties
(such as permeability) directly from seismic waves, or for the direct detection of
hydrocarbons.
In last two decades the oil industry have realized that major problem in reservoir
evaluation and production is high complexity of many reservoirs. This complexity
is related to the signicant spatial heterogeneity of porosity, permeability, fracture
density etc. Need to gain more knowledge of such complex reservoirs causes a shift in
the use of acoustic signals and wide use of rock physics to relate seismic observations
to rock properties. Since seismic waves respond to permeability, fracture density, ori-
entation and uid ll, they have the potential to characterize fractured reservoirs.
So far mainly empirical relations between travel time and amplitude of seismic sig-
nals related to various rock properties have been used in interpretation. To better
understand the inuence of rock properties on recorded signals we are not only in-
terested in travel times and amplitude variations but also in the attenuation caused
by saturating uids and frequency dependent response of medium to waves.
Prediction of the response of fractured reservoirs to seismic waves requires expressions
relating the elastic properties of such reservoirs to to the properties of the background
rock, parameters of fractures, and uid properties. Such expressions are known for the
case when the background (unfractured) rock is elastic. However when the background
rock is itself porous and contains uids, these expressions cannot be used as they
would ignore the uid ow between pores and fractures. Derivation of such expressions
for porous media with aligned fractures is the main topic of this thesis.
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1.3 Problem statement and literature overview
Classical theory of seismic waves is based ont he theory of elasticity developed for
continuous elastic solids. Reservoir rocks are porous media saturated with uids, and
thus require some modications to the theory. The porous medium used as a model
for rocks in this work is a composite containing two interconnected phases: solid
matrix (skeleton) and saturating uid. The dry skeleton of the rock is formed from
grains that are in mutual elastic contact (consolidated grains). The dry skeleton as
a whole is elastic. Saturating uid is assumed to be a viscous and compressible uid
and can ow through voids between grains (pores) or micro ow ducts. Microscopic
heterogeneity of such a medium causes very complex macroscopic behavior that is
sensitive to variations of skeleton structure (micro cracks) or uid content.
Norris (1993) illustrated the complexity of the problem by the di¤erent characteristic
lengths associated with wave propagation in a saturated porous medium. The char-
acteristic length associated with the wave itself is a wavelength ranging from 1 cm to
100 m. For a typical water saturated sandstone at frequency 100 Hz, the wavelength
is 30 m. The characteristic length associated with the skeleton is average pore radius,
which for the given example is 6  10 7 m, or average width of the ow channels.
In a fractured formation the important length is average fracture distance (spacing)
and thickness. The lengths associated with viscosity and uid ow related to chan-
nels and fractures are frequency dependent skin depth and di¤usion length, which
for the given example, are 5  10 5 m and 6  10 2 m respectively. The frequency
at which skin depth is equal to average pore radius is called the "Biots critical fre-
quency". Fluid ow has di¤erent character for frequencies higher and lower than this
critical frequency. For frequencies lower than the critical frequency, uid ow can be
approximated to be laminar. In this case the constitutive relation connects only uid
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pressure and loading stress with displacements of the solid and uid, and does not
contain any time dependency in explicit form. In this work all considered frequencies
will be assumed to be lower than Biots critical frequency.
Many works have been already done on general problems of wave propagation in
porous homogeneous and inhomogeneous media. The e¤ect of a saturating uid on
the elastic properties of a porous rock is described by the Gassmann (1951) equation.
An assumption of the Gassmann equation is that the dry and saturated porous rocks
are statistically isotropic and pore pressure of the uid is constant, which means
that this is a quasi-static or low frequency approximation. Gassmann equation gives
saturated elastic moduli as an explicit function of measurable quantities, which are
the moduli of dry skeleton, grain material and uid, and porosity.
Kosten and Zwikker (1941) were the rst to obtain a complete set of equations de-
scribing wave propagation including simultaneous average uid and solid motions of
a porous material. They postulated that for each phase (solid and uid), the average
time rate of momentum is equal to sum of the average pressure gradients, and fric-
tional (dissipative) force caused by viscous uid motion is proportional to the relative
velocity between solid part and uid. Frenkel (1944) provided more detailed analysis
of the stress-strain (constitutive) relation in terms of divergence of stress (symmetric
tensor), rather than gradient of pressure (tensor with zeros out of diagonal), to allow
for shear (transverse) waves. In addition, all of these theories predicted the existence
of two types of dilatational (longitudinal) waves, one controlled mainly by the com-
pressibility of the skeleton (this wave corresponds to the usual P wave in seismology
and is called the "fast wave"), and the other controlled mainly by the uid and is
called the "slow wave".
Biot (1956a,b, 1962) developed a similar set of coupled equations, and thanks to
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his comprehensive analysis as well as the many papers he authored on this topic,
the entire subject of porous-media acoustics become known as a "Biot theory". Biot
derived wave equations in statistically isotropic and homogeneous porous medium by
postulating the validity of Euler-Lagrange equation and taking average solid and uid
(relative to the solid) displacements as generalized coordinates. Approximating small
displacements due to the wave (adiabatic approximation), kinetic energy and strain
free energy were taken to be quadratic functions of these generalized coordinates,
as well as dissipative potential. Biot noted that, for the fast wave compression of
skeleton and uid occur in phase, while for the slow wave they occur out of phase.
Since Biot modelled porous a rocks as a homogeneous medium, Biot theory under-
estimates attenuation and dispersion of elastic waves in real rocks, especially those
with thin cracks or fractures. Real reservoir rocks are spatially very heterogeneous
at di¤erent scales. For example a typical reservoir may be composed of horizontal
sedimentary layers with vertical fractures of di¤erent properties. Inhomogeneities in
uid saturated rocks change overall uid ow and permeability, and cause additional
attenuation of elastic waves, which is the central topic of this work.
Many mechanisms have been have been proposed to exaplain attenuation of elastic
waves in rocks. The mechanism which is believed to be most signicant in hetero-
geneous porous formations is the so called "squirt-ow" mechanism associated with
uid ow across the interfaces between inhomogeteities (Mavko and Nur, 1975; Jones,
1986; Murphy et al., 1986). The squirt-ow mechanism arises from the incident wave
inducing gradients of uid pore pressure across the interfaces between regions of dif-
ferent poroelastic properties. On the other hand, these disturbances of pressure cause
uid ow from more compliant regions to sti¤er regions. This meachanism has been
studied in detail for layered porous media when signicant attenuation arises due to
uid ow from more complaint into less compliant layers (White et al., 1975; Nor-
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ris, 1993; Gurevich and Lopatnikov, 1995; Gelinsky et al., 1998; Shapiro and Müller,
1999).
In particular when a reservoir is permeated by a regular system of open fractures,
an elastic wave propagating in this reservoir will deform the fractures more than the
outside formation. Thus the uid will squeese from more compliant fractures into the
less compliant pores of the surrounding rock and vice versa. Such a wave induced ow
of the viscous pore uid will in turn cause energy dissipation, resulting in attenuation
and dispersion of the propagating wave.
The objective of this study is to develop a mathematical model for the "squirt-ow"
mechanism of seismic wave attenuation and dispersion in a porous medium caused
by the presence of aligned fractures.
1.4 Methodology
Analysis of wave propagation in porous fractured media can be developed by gener-
alizing the theory of wave propagation in elastic fractured media. Wave propagation
in an elastic medium containing aligned fractures have been anaysed by several ap-
proaches. Two approaches most widely used in seismic are the penny-shaped crack
model and the linear slip model.
In penny-shaped crack model, fractures are modelled as isolated strongly oblate spher-
oids (Hudson 1981 , Nishizawa 1982 ). The radii and the distances between adjacent
fractures are assumed to be small compared to the wavelength, and the interaction
between fractures is usually neglected. Hudsons theory predicts elastic anisotropy
due to the presence of uid-lled or empty cracks.
In the linear slip model fractures are considered as imperfectly bonded interfaces
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inside the rock, that is surfaces across which the displacement is not necessarily con-
tinuous (Schoenberg, 1980; Schoenberg and Douma, 1988). The word "linear" means
that at the interface between background and fracture, displacement is discontinu-
ous but linearly related to the traction. The linear slip model is valid for wavelength
much larger than fracture spacing. Linear slip interface arises, for instance, as the
limit of a thin innite parallel plane, highly compliant, soft layer embedded in a solid
matreial. In this theory the e¤ect of fractures on elastic properties of a material is
described through only two e¤ective parameters called normal and tangential excess
compliances.
The models developed for elastic media with fractures are not directly applicable
to uid-saturated porous rocks, since they are not elastic materials. Instead we will
model fractures in porous rocks as thin layers with high porosity. Dry highly porous
materials have low elastic moduli; thus dry skeleton of our system will contain thin
and soft layers, and could be described by linear slip theory. The uid saturated
rock with high-porosity layers can be described by equations of poroelasticity with
periodically varying coe¢ cients. These equations can be analyzed using propagator
matrix approach commonly used to study e¤ective properties of layered systems. This
will lead to a dispersion equation for a periodically layered saturated porous medium
taking into account uid communication between pore spaces of the layers. Taking
in this dispersion equation a limit of small thickness for high-porosity layers will give
the velocity and attenuation as a function of frequency and fracture parameters.
1.5 Thesis organization
The structure of the thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2 we review some basic elastody-
namic equations and physical laws for elastic and poroelastic materials. In Chapter 3
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a layered periodic poroelastic medium is analyzed using propagator matrix approach.
Eigenvalue representation for propagator matrix gives expressions for e¤ective com-
pressional velocity modulus for periodic poroelastic medium. Chapter 4 we derive an
asymptotic model for saturated rocks with fractures represented as a limiting case of
thin highly porous layers. Frequency dependent attenuation and velocity dispersion
are analyzed for di¤erent fracture permeability and fracture weakness. In Chapter
5 expressions for low and high frequency limiting moduli for a poroelastic fractured
medium are derived. We show the equivalence between low frequency modulus de-
rived from iso-stress condition and from frequency dependent expression of Chapter
4. Comparison of the theoretical results with numerical simulations obtained using re-
ectivity algorithm is presented in Chapter 6. The conclusions and recommendations
based on this research are given in Chapter 7.
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2 Elements of elasticity and poroelasticity
2.1 Fundamental equations of theory of elasticity
2.1.1 Strain and stress
A poroelastic medium is assumed to be a composite of two interconnected phases:
the solid elastic skeleton, and the viscous uid which lls the pores of the skeleton.
In this chapter the elastic solid and uid are initially considered separately; then the
results are integrated in an analysis of the porous composite as a whole.
Mechanics of both solid bodies and uids regard these substances as continuous media
described using principles of continuum physics. The smallest possible elementary
volume (EV) of such a medium taken to represent such a continuous medium is
assumed to be much larger than intermolecular distance. Since theory of elasticity is
considered on a macroscopic scale, this intermolecular distance can be regarded as
innitely short.
When a force or stress is applied to a elastic body, it induces deformation or strain
(a change of shape and volume) in the body. This deformation can be described by
the displacement of a point in the body u = r0   r, which is dened as the di¤er-
ence in position vectors of that point before r and after r0 the force was applied.
Displacement is a vector eld quantity and in general is a function of position and
time. A more comprehensive mathematical description of the deformation is given by
the change in squared distance due to the deformation between two adjacent points
in the continuum (Landau and Lifshitz, 1986). The squared distance is used because
it is scalar quantity representing the metrics of vector space, and is invariant with
respect to the choice of the coordinate system. Using index summation conventions,
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the squared distance between two neighboring points before dl and after dl0 stress
induced deformation is given in an orthogonal Cartesian reference system fxig by
dl2 = dx2i ; dl
02 = dx02i = (dxi + dui)
2: (1)
Substituting the total di¤erential of displacement dui = (@ui=@xk)dxk into (1) gives
dl02 = dl2 + 2
@ui
@xk
dxidxk +
@ui
@xk
@ui
@xm
dxkdxm: (2)
The second term on the RHS of (2) can be written in symmetrical form because
summation is taken over both indices i and k. The indices i and m in the third term
can also be interchanged because summation is taken over all indices . This gives
dl02 = dl2 +
 
@ui
@xk
+
@uk
@xi
+
@um
@xk
@um
@xi
!
dxidxk = dl
2 + 2"ikdxidxk; (3)
where the factor
"ik =
1
2
 
@ui
@xk
+
@uk
@xi
+
@um
@xk
@um
@xi
!
(4)
is called the strain tensor. Since the strain tensor is symmetrical, it has real eigenvalues
and orthogonal eigenvectors (principal axes). If the strain tensor is diagonalized in
the vicinity of some reference point, equation (3) can be rewritten as
dl02 = (ik + 2"ik) dxidxk =
3P
i=1

1 + 2"(i)

dx2i ;
where "(i) are the principal values of strain and ik is Kroneckers symbol. There are
three independent strains in the corresponding principal directions in the sum. Then
dx0i =
q
(1 + 2"(i))dxi, and the relative extension in principal direction (dx0i   dxi) =dxi
is equal to
q
(1 + 2"(i))  1.
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The elastic waves used in seismic exploration cause small displacements, and conse-
quently small strains. The quadratic term in the expression for the strain tensor (4) is
a second order term in displacement and can be neglected in comparison with other
two terms, reducing the strain tensor to
"ik =
1
2
 
@ui
@xk
+
@uk
@xi
!
: (5)
For small displacements,
q
(1 + 2"(i))   1  "(i), therefore the volume of the body
after deformation can be approximated as dV 0 = dV
3P
i=1

1 + "(i)

. Neglecting higher
order terms, the sum of the diagonal components of strain tensor tr " is equal to the
relative volume change of the body,
"ii = tr " =
dV 0   dV
dV
;
which is one of the invariants of the strain tensor.
When a stress induced deformation occurs, the body is no longer in a state equilibrium
because of the change in shape and volume. The new arrangement of molecules in the
body results in internal forces, which try to restore the body to the original state of
equilibrium. Molecular forces have a very short range of action, of the same order of
magnitude as distance between the molecules. Therefore, for any chosen EV of volume
V surrounded by the surface S, the forces inside EV cancel according to Newtons
third law, and the forces exerted on it by surrounding parts act only on the surface
of EV. The three volumetric components of the resultant of all internal forces can be
written as the divergence of some tensor ik which is called the stress tensor
fi =
@
@xk
ik; (6)
or in vector form as
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f = div =r:
The volume integral representing the resultant of body forces in EV can be trans-
formed into an integral over its closed surface using Gausss formula,
Z
V
fidV =
Z
V
@
@xk
ikdV =
I
S
iknkdS;
where nk is a component of unity vector orthogonal to the innitesimal surface dS
oriented in the outward direction. A positive sign for the force iknkdS corresponds
to the situation where force is exerted on EV from surrounding parts, i.e. from the
outside, while a negative sign describes internal forces of EV acting on the surface.
The angular momentum of the force f  r exerted on EV forms an antisymmetric
stress tensor of rank two. The resultant angular momentum of the whole EV is
Mik =
Z
V
(fixk   fkxi) dV :
Substituting fi from equation (6) for angular momentum we get
Mik =
Z
V
 
@im
@xm
xk   @km
@xm
xi
!
dV ;
or
Mik =
Z
V
"
@
@xm
(imxk)  @
@xm
(kmxi)
#
dV  
Z
V
 
im
@xk
@xm
  km @xi
@xm
!
dV :
The rst volume integral on the right transforms into the surface integral because it
is divergency of some tensor, so that
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Mik =
I
S
(imxk   kmxi)nmdS  
Z
V
 
im
@xk
@xm
  km @xi
@xm
!
dV:
or, using orthogonality of Cartesian coordinates @xk=@xm = km;
Mik =
I
S
(imxk   kmxi)nmdS  
Z
V
(ik   ki) dV:
In order for tensor Mik to be an integral over surface alone, the second term rep-
resenting angular momentum of forces fi must be zero. This means that the stress
tensor is symmetric.
2.1.2 Thermodynamical potentials
There are two types of relationships that describe the state of a medium, thermody-
namical and constitutive, which are in direct connection with one another. If EV is
deformed in such a way that displacement ui changes by a small amount ui, then
the total work done by the volume and surface forces applied on EV is
R =
Z
V
fiuidV +
I
S
tiuidS; (7)
where ti = kink is traction acting on elementary surface dS. Substituting traction
into (7), and transforming the surface integral into a volume integral, gives
R =
Z
V
"
fiui +
@
@xk
(kiui)
#
dV
or
R =
Z
V
 
fi +
@
@xk
ki
!
uidV +
Z
V
ki
@
@xk
uidV: (8)
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To satisfy the condition of equilibrium (sum of surface and volume forces is zero), the
rst integral on the RHS of (8) must equal zero. Since the stress tensor is symmetric,
the second integral becomes
ki
@
@xk
ui = ik
1
2

 
@ui
@xk
+
@uk
@xi
!
= ik"ik;
and the work done by internal stresses per unit volume is
R =  ik"ik:
The rst and second laws of thermodynamics yield expressions for internal energy,
equal to the di¤erence between the heat Q acquired by the unit volume and work
R done by internal stresses,
dU = Q  R = TdS + ikd"ik;
where S is entropy and T is temperature. Quantities Q and R are not total dif-
ferentials because their integrals depend on the path of integration in the space of
thermodynamical parameters, while dU and dS are total di¤erentials whose integrals
depend only on the initial and nal states. Entropy and strain components uniquely
and completely describe internal energy. However entropy cannot be directly mea-
sured, therefore to convert from entropy to temperature, a thermodynamical poten-
tial called free energy is introduced by the tranformation F = U  TS. In di¤erential
form free energy is written as
dF =  SdT + ikd"ik:
To describe the pure mechanical e¤ect of deformation, it is useful to work with the
strain-energy potentialW (Aki and Richards, 1980), which is a function only of strain,
dW = ikd"ik; (9)
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so that the stress tensor can be written as
ik =
@W
@"ik
: (10)
Internal heat generation generally comes from either heat sources within the Earth
(e.g. radioactive materials) or energy conversion caused by frictional forces. However,
in two common situations the heat transport contribution to the rate of change of
internal energy can be neglected relative to deformation.
1) Quasi-static processes i.e. if the time scale of deformation is su¢ ciently long, heat
will ow in order to equalize temperature and conditions will be isothermal. Such is
the case for static deformation in the laboratory or in the long term deformation of
Earth materials. In this case, free energy is used as the strain-energy potential W to
dene stress as an isothermal derivative of free energy over strain
ik =
 
@F
@"ik
!
T
: (11)
Traditionally, isothermal processes were used to dene the elastic moduli in theory
of elasticity.
2) Fast dynamic processes i.e. if the time scale of deformation is short enough, the
thermal state has no time to adjust to the disturbance and the e¤ect is comparable
to thermal isolation. This is an adiabatic or isentropic state, appropriate for elastic
wave propagation. In this case, internal energy is used as the strain-energy potential
W to dene stress as an adiabatic derivative of internal energy over strain
ik =
 
@U
@"ik
!
S
: (12)
Since the form of the internal energy function is di¤erent in these two cases, the
mechanical response to deformation will also be di¤erent. For intermediate time-
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scales, the roles of the deformation and thermal behavior are closely linked and need
to be treated with continuum thermodynamics.
For any particular isotropic medium, we need to know how free energy depends on
strain. Assuming small deformations of EV and isothermal processes, free energy can
be expanded in a power series up to terms of second order in strain. Initial conditions
are taken as no-strain no-stress conditions, which means that the linear term in the
expansion of free energy is absent, see equation (11). Since free energy is a scalar,
its lowest order term in strain must be a linear combination of the two quadratic
scalar invariants of strain tensor: the squared sum of diagonal elements and the sum
of squares of all components
F = F0 +
1
2
("ii)
2 + "2ik: (13)
In equation (13), F0 is free energy of the undeformed body, and  and  are so called
Lamé coe¢ cients. The free energy of the undeformed body is not associated with any
deformational processes, and therefore requires no further consideration. Since "ii is
relative volume change, strain can be expressed as the sum of pure shear (constant
volume, change in shape) and pure volumetric strain (change in volume, constant
shape), to give a more physically intuitive expansion of the free energy
"ik =

"ik   1
3
ik"mm

+
1
3
ik"mm: (14)
Substituting the terms from equation (14) into the second order term of the expansion
of free energy (13) gives (Landau and Lifshitz, 1986)
F = 

"ik   1
3
ik"mm
2
+
1
2
K"2mm; (15)
where K is bulk modulus or incompressibility, and  is shear modulus. The relation-
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ship between the bulk modulus and Lamé coe¢ cients can be derived by comparing
equations (13) and (15),
K = +
2
3
: (16)
The total di¤erential of free energy (15) for a constant temperature is
dF =2

"ik   1
3
ik"mm

d

"ik   1
3
ik"mm

+K"mmd"mm
=

K"mmik + 2

"ik   1
3
ik"mm

d"ik:
Substituting the above equation into the stress relationship for isothermal processes
(11) yields stress as a function of strain
ik = K"mmik + 2

"ik   1
3
ik"mm

: (17)
Equation (17) is known as Hookes law, and is the linear constitutive relation for an
isotropic elastic body for small deformations.
Free energy is so-called homogeneous function of second order in strain so that
"ikF
0("ik) = 2F;
where F 0 is the rst derivative of free energy with respect to strain. Then from
equation (11),
F =
1
2
ik"ik:
From the symmetry of this relation with respect to stress and strain, and from the
fact that strain is a linear superposition of the components of stress from Hookes
law, it can be shown that the following important relation is also valid,
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"ik =
 
@F
@ik
!
T
:
Hookes law (17) denes stress strain relation for isothermal processes. As mentioned
earlier, elastic waves at seismic frequencies can be considered adiabatic processes.
Bulk modulus K is one of the so-called response functions of a thermomechanical
system, which describes how the system responds to a change of parameters of state.
Bulk modulus K in particular describes the change of volume V due to applied
stress. The three other response functions introduced here are adiabatic bulk modulus
Kad, coe¢ cient of thermal expansion for constant pressure p, and specic heat for
constant pressure Cp. In general they are dened as
1
K
=   1
V
 
@V
@p
!
T
;
1
Kad
=   1
V
 
@V
@p
!
S
; p =
1
V
 
@V
@T
!
p
; Cp =
 
@Q
@T
!
p
; (18)
where p = -ii is pressure. The relationship between adiabatic and isothermal bulk
moduli is
1
Kad
=
1
K
  TV 
2
p
Cp
:
The adiabatic and isothermal shear moduli are equivalent because pure shear strain
does not result in any change of volume.
Deformation of EV due to elastic wave propagation causes oscillations of temperature
inside the EV. However, this heat di¤usion is a very slow process (thermal conduc-
tivity of the medium is assumed to be very small) in comparison to the period of the
wave. Therefore the EV can be considered as an isolated thermodynamical reservoir
over the time of one period i.e. the process is adiabatic. In this case, equation (12) is
used to dene stress and the adiabatic bulk modulus is used for the volumetric elastic
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response of the medium.
2.1.3 Constitutive relations and equation of motion
For solid elastic bodies considered as crystals with certain symmetry, isothermal free
energy of deformation (13) can be written in general form as
F =
1
2
cikjl"ik"jl: (19)
Hooks law (17) can then be written in its most general form:
ik = cikjl"jl; (20)
where cikjl is called the elastic sti¤ness tensor, a fourth rank tensor with a total
of 81components. However, the symmetry of strain and stress tensor implies that
cikjl = ciklj = ckijl = ckilj, and therefore only 36 of these components are actually
independent. Since the free energy is scalar and a quadratic function of strain, and
strain itself is symmetric, the additional symmetry constraint cikjl = cjlik further
reduces the number of independent components to 21. This is the largest number of
elastic sti¤ness components that is required to fully describe the most general form of
the elastic tensor. Due to these constraints, Hookes law can be rewritten in condensed
notation as a second order symmetric Voigt matrix. Stress and strain tensors of rank
two are reduced to 6 1 matrices of by the following rule
ik ! n; "ik ! "n;
where n = i if i = k, and n = 9   (i + k) if i 6= k. Similarly, the sti¤ness tensor of
rank four is transformed to a 6 6 matrix by the rule applied to pairs of indices
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cikjl ! cnm;
where for sets of indices i; k; n and j; l;m the same rule is applied. In matrix form
Hookes law can then be written as
26666666666666666666666666666666664
1
2
3
4
5
6
37777777777777777777777777777777775
=
26666666666666666666666666666666664
c11 c12 c13 c14 c15 c16
c21 c22 c23 c24 c25 c26
c31 c32 c33 c34 c35 c36
c41 c42 c43 c44 c45 c46
c51 c52 c53 c54 c55 c56
c61 c62 c63 c64 c65 c66
37777777777777777777777777777777775
26666666666666666666666666666666664
"1
"2
"3
2"4
2"5
2"6
37777777777777777777777777777777775
: (21)
The above sti¤ness matrix is symmetrical about the main diagonal, so that cik = cki.
The number of 21 independent constants can be reduced even further if the medium
exhibits some symmetry properties.
The most simple case is an isotropic body, which is fully described by only 2 constants,
namely Lamé coe¢ cients  and . In this case, c11 = c22 = c33 = + 2, c12 = c13 =
c23 = , and c44 = c55 = c66 = . All other elements of the sti¤ness matrix are zero.
The other particular case of symmetry considered throughout this work is so-called
transverse isotropy (TI). An example of a medium with this type of symmetry is a
nely layered or a medium with rotationally invariant parallel fractures with an axis
of symmetry normal to the layering or fractures. For wavelengths much larger than
layer thickness or fracture spacing, such a medium can be considered as an e¤ective
medium with TI symmetry. Five independent coe¢ cients are required in order to fully
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describe such a medium. If x3 is the axis of symmetry, the elastic sti¤ness matrix of
a TI medium can be written in the form
cik =
26666666666666666666666666666666664
c11 c11   2c66 c13 0 0 0
c11   2c66 c11 c13 0 0 0
c13 c13 c33 0 0 0
0 0 0 c44 0 0
0 0 0 0 c44 0
0 0 0 0 0 c66
37777777777777777777777777777777775
: (22)
From the expression for free energy (19), which is always positive, the elements of
the sti¤ness matrix are additionally constrained according to
c66 > 0; c44 > 0; c33 > 0; and c33(c11   c66) > c213:
For the isotropic case, this yields
 > 0; + 2 > 0; (+ 2) (+ ) > 2; +
2
3
  K > 0:
The fact that the bulk modulus is always positive is consistent with our day to day
experience, that is that when outside pressure  dp > 0 is applied to a body, its
volume is reduced.
In a porous medium saturated with a viscous liquid or gas, all phases are intercon-
nected, with the pores of the elastic solid serving as channel ducts for moving uid.
In order to describe the moving viscous continuum, an Eulerian approach is used
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to combine the conservation of mass and the conservation of linear momentum, and
thereby yield the equation of motion.
Conservation of mass in integral and di¤erential form is
@
@t
Z
V
dV  
I
S
vknkdS = 0
and
@
@t
+ div(v) = 0; (23)
where v is the velocity eld and  is the density eld.
Conservation of linear momentum is written in the form
@
@t
Z
V
vdV +
I
S
(vi)vknkdS =
Z
V
gidV +
I
S
iknkdS:
Evaluating the LHS in di¤erential form gives
@
@t
vi+
@vi
@t
+
@
@xk
vivk+
@vi
@xk
vi+vi
@vk
@xk
= 
 
@vi
@t
+ vk
@vi
@xk
!
+vi
"
@
@t
+
@
@xk
(vk)
#
:
(24)
Finally, substituting equation (23) into equation (24) yields the equation of motion,
or Euler equation,

 
@vi
@t
+ vk
@vi
@xk
!
= gi +
@ik
@xk
: (25)
When seismic waves propagate through a medium, the medium does not move as
a whole. Furthermore, particle velocities due to wave propagation are also small, so
the convective term in equation (25) (second term on the LHS), written in vectorial
form as (vr)v, is quadratic in small vector v and can be neglected in comparison to
the inertial term. The gravity force gi can also be neglected since it is assumed to be
constant. Eulers equation (25) therefore reduces to
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
@vi
@t
=
@ik
@xk
: (26)
The balance law for linear momentum does not include any reference to the properties
of the continuum. The full description of the mechanical and thermal properties of a
material requires further information regarding the relationship between stress and
strain. This is provided by a constitutive equation that gives a functional dependence
between stress and strain, designed to agree with the observed behavior of the material
subjected to the deformation.
Fluid in rest possesses only hydrostatic pressure p; but in a moving uid, viscous
forces are directly connected to the change of velocities of di¤erent parts of the uid.
In the case of a moving uid, the total stress tensor has the form
ik =  pik + 0ik;
where 0ik is the viscous stress tensor. Viscous forces arise when there are gradients of
velocity. If these gradients are not too steep, then stress caused by viscous forces has
a linear dependence on the derivatives of velocity over coordinates. Furthermore, if a
volume of uid rotates with constant angular velocity ! there is no internal friction
and thus the viscous stress tensor has to be zero. Since v = !  r in this case, linear
combinations of velocity gradients which have to be zero are (@vi=@xk + @vk=@xi),
and these symmetrical derivatives have to be elements of the viscous tensor. For
v = const all components not connected with @vi=@xk have to vanish. So, the most
general form of constitutive relation for viscous uid (Landau and Lifshitz, 1987) is
ik =  pik + e @vm
@xm
ik + 
 
@vi
@xk
+
@vk
@xi
  2
3
@vm
@xm
ik
!
; (27)
where e is bulk viscosity and  is shear viscosity, both of which are functions of
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temperature and pressure. Combining equation (25), and equation (27), and ignoring
gravity yields the equation of motion for a viscous continuum

"
@vi
@t
+ vk
@vi
@xk
#
=   @
@xi
p+
@
@xk
"

 
@vi
@xk
+
@vk
@xi
  2
3
@vm
@xm
ik
!#
+
@
@xi
 e @vm
@xm
!
;
However, in many cases the change in viscosity is so small that it can be considered
as a constant, in which case the previous equations can be written in vectorial form
giving the well known Navier-Stokes equation

 
@v
@t
+ (vr)v
!
=  grad p+ v+
e + 1
3


grad div v; (28)
Our daily experience tells us that liquids such as water are virtually incompressible
uids, that is div v! 0. For an incompressible Newtonian uid the last term in the
Navier-Stokes equation is zero. However, elastic waves cannot propagate in an incom-
pressible uid; so that in problems of elastic wave propagation uid compressibility
cannot be neglected. At each point in the uid, the oscillatory motion of the wave
causes perturbations of pressure p0 and density 0, which are small (but not negli-
gible) in comparison with the values p0 and 0 for the nonperturbed state (state of
equilibrium)
p = p0 + p
0;  = 0 + 
0: (29)
Substituting equation (29) into the mass conservation relation (23) gives
@0
@t
+ 0div v = 0: (30)
For small velocities and induced stresses, Eulers equation can be written in terms of
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pressure and density as
@vi
@t
=  r p

=  rp
0
0
: (31)
If the changes in pressure and density occur quick enough in comparison to the
characteristic time of thermal di¤usion, the process is adiabatic, and there is a simple
linear thermodynamic relation between pressure and density
p0 =
 
@p
@0
!
S
0: (32)
Substituting equation (32) into equation (30) gives
@p0
@t
+ 0
 
@p
@0
!
S
div v = 0:
Representing velocity through a potential v =  grad ' from equation (31) we get
p0 =  0
@'
@t
:
Substituting this result into equation (30) gives the wave equation for potential '
@2'
@t2
  c2' = 0;
where c =
q
(@p=@0)S is the velocity of the wave in the compressible uid.
For waves in an elastic solid which are adiabatic processes, we can use Hookes law
by taking strain-energy potential W to be internal energy rather than free energy.
Combining Hookes law
ik = cikjl"jl; "jl =
1
2
 
@uj
@xl
+
@ul
@xj
!
;
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with Euler equation gives

@2ui
@t2
=
@
@xk
@
@xl
(cikjluj) ;
which for homogeneous medium (elements of sti¤ness tensor do not depend on posi-
tion) gives the elastic wave equation

@2ui
@t2
= cikjl
@2uj
@xk@xl
:
Solutions of this equation depend on the symmetry of the medium (or of the sti¤ness
tensor).
It is useful here to show how strain-energy potential W can be expressed in terms
of scalar invariants for an isotropic body. Assuming small disturbances of an elastic
medium, we can express strain potential thorough scalar invariants limited to the
quadratic terms. There are two independent scalars of second order, the square of the
sum of diagonal elements, and the sum of the squares of all components of the strain
tensor. From equation (10) the total derivative of the strain potential can be written
as
dW =
@W
@"ij
d"ij = ijd"ij: (33)
Taking into account the stress-strain relation for an isotropic body, ij = tr " ij +
2"ij, and integrating equation (33), gives
2W =2
Z
tr "ijd"ij + 2
Z
2"ijd"ij =
=

"211 + "
2
22 + "
2
33 + 2"11"22 + 2"11"33 + 2"22"33

+ 2 ("ij"ij) :
For a symmetric tensor "ij"ij = tr ("2) so that
2W =  (tr")2 + 2tr

"2

= (+ 2)I21 + I2 (34)
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where I1 = tr" and I2 = 2 [tr("2)  I21 ] are two second order, scalar invariants of the
strain-energy potential W .
2.2 Equations of poroelasticity
2.2.1 Description of porous medium
Real rocks are complex heterogeneous materials whose adequate description presents
a formidable challenge. In order to apply physical laws and develop analytical descrip-
tions of physical processes in such materials, some simplications of the model are
needed. A theoretical macroscopic model of a porous medium was introduced by Biot
based on a set of physically reasonable assumptions allowing microscopic details to be
ignored, which gives very good predictions conrmed by experimental measurements.
In Biots description, both solid and uid phases are assumed to be interconnected.
Solid grains are connected through the elastic grain contacts, uid through the pore
space and ow channels. Any isolated or sealed void space is considered a part of
the solid. The medium is considered fully saturated by a single uid. Thermal and
chemical e¤ects are neglected.
From the acoustical point of view, the wavelength of the propagating wave is much
larger than the size of an individual pore or an elementary pore channel. Deformations
due to the wave propagation are assumed to be small, which means the problem can
be linearized.
The elementary volume EV is chosen to be larger than pore space scale, but smaller
than wavelength, so continuum mechanics can be used, and the porous material is
approximated by a two-phase continuum. The skeleton is assumed to be statistically
isotropic so that as the EV moves throughout the medium, porosity does not change.
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Rewriting the constitutive relations for an elastic solid (skeleton) (17) and a viscous
uid (27) in vector form, AND changing the order of spatial and time di¤erential
operators in the expression for the uid stress tensor, we obtain
s = Ksr  uI+

ru+ruT   2
3
ruI

; (35)
f = Kf
 
1 +
e
Kf
@
@t
!
r UI+ @
@t

rU+rUT   2
3
rUI

; (36)
where u is solid displacement, U is uid displacement, Ks is solid bulk modulus,
Kf =  p= (r U) is uid bulk modulus, p is hydrostatic pressure, and quantity
Kf
 
1 +
e
Kf
@
@t
!
= Kf =  
trf
3 (r U)
is the uid bulk viscosity operator, which denes total pressure in the uid caused
by wave propagation or any other time dependent deformation. The rst term on
the RHS of equation (36) is called equilibrium pressure, or in porous media, pore
pressure. When considering time harmonic motion (wave) of type exp ( i!t) with
angular frequency !, the time derivative operator is replaced with  i! in frequency
domain.
Comparing the dynamic shear viscosity of the uid with the shear modulus of the
skeleton, Pride et al. (1992) showed that the ratio != for a soft skeleton ( > 108
Pa) lled with water ( ' 10 3 Pa s), for frequencies up to 107 Hz, is of the order of
magnitude 10 4. This means that second term on the RHS of equation (36) can be
neglected, and the e¤ect of dynamic viscosity can be accounted for in energy balance
through the dissipative potential.
In the same paper, Pride et al. also showed that the ratio of dynamic bulk viscosity
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over the isothermal (static) uid bulk modulus !e=Kf for frequency 106 Hz is of the
order of magnitude 10 5 and 10 3 for water and air, respectively. Therefore, with
the assumption of small velocities, the distribution of stress in the uid is nearly
hydrostatic.
2.2.2 Strain-energy potential for poroelastic medium
To derive equations of motion of then porous medium, we need an expression for
energy potential in such a medium through displacements of solid and uid. Assuming
U is the mean displacement of uid phase (average of the sum of displacements of uid
contained in EV and of the uid which has left and has entered into this volume) and
u is the displacement of the EV as a whole (equal to the solid phase displacement),
the macroscopic uid ow rate can be written as
dQ = _w  ndS; w = (U  u);
where w is additional uid ow relative to the solid. For any macroscopic volume V
with boundary S the relative increase of uid volume  in the EV is dened as
Z
S
w  ndS =
Z
V
div w dV ;  =  div w: (37)
The strain potential can be expressed as a function of the strain tensor of EV in the
same way as for an elastic body, but requires additional terms describing the relative
motion of the uid (increase of uid content in that volume). One part of the uid
pressure balances skeleton loading, while the other part is doing work displacing part
of the uid out of or into the EV. Similarly to how the di¤erential of strain energy
potential was dened in equation (33), for a porous medium this potential is a total
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di¤erential of the form
dW =
@W
@"ij
d"ij +
@W
@
d = ijd"ij + pd;
where ij is total stress of bulk material and p is pore pressure induced by loading of
the skeleton. Again assuming small disturbances and isotropy,W can be expanded in
the quadratic terms only. This expansion involves two invariants for the solid strain
tensor, I1 and I2, increase of uid volume contents 
2; and a coupling term that
balances compressibility of skeleton and uid in contact
2W = (c + 2)I
2
1 + I2   2MI1 +M2: (38)
In analogy to equation (34), coe¢ cient c is called saturated (undrained) Lamé coef-
cient,M is a parameter of dimension of bulk modulus, and  is so-called Biot-Willis
e¤ective stress coe¢ cient (Biot and Willis, 1957). Equation (38) can be rewritten
2W =cI
2
1 + 2I
2
1 + 2tr

"2

  2I21   2MI1 +M2
=cI
2
1 + 2tr

"2

  2MI1 +M2: (39)
Using equation (39), constitutive relations for a porous saturated medium can be
constructed in the following way
ij = ctr"ij + 2"ij   Mij; p =M( tr"+ ); (40)
or
ij = tr"ij + 2"ij   pij;  = p
M
+ tr"; (41)
where  and K are so called dry moduli introduced by the relation
 = c   2M; K = Kc   2M: (42)
Dry skeleton means that there is either no uid at all, or uid pressure is kept
constant, the latter situation referred to as drained condition.
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2.2.3 Gassmann relations
Equation (42) gives relationship between dry and saturated elastic moduli of the
porous material, but requires expressions for parameters  and M:To derive such
expressions, we consider two limiting cases (Bourbié et al., 1987).
1. If uid can ow in and out of the rock freely, it is an open system with zero
increment pore pressure, there is no resistance to solid displacement, and equation
(41) gives
   1
3
tr  = Ktr ":
In the presence of uid motion, total strain has to be adjusted for the increase of
uid content in EV. From equations (41), the net matrix strain can be written as
tr "   = (1  )tr " =  (1  ) 
K
: (43)
Therefore
 (1  ) 
K
=   
Kg
;
where Kg is the bulk modulus of the solid grain material. This gives the relation
between dry (or drained) modulus K and grain modulus Kg:
K = (1  )Kg: (44)
We see that Biot-Willis parameter  is a characteristic of the skeleton only, depending
on the quality of grain contacts, and describes the relative weakness of the skeleton.
From equation (43) it can be seen that for an open system  quanties the change of
uid content due to the volumetric change of skeleton.
2. If uid cant ow in or out of the rock,  = 0 and it is a closed system where pore
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pressure is equal to the hydrostatic pressure
 =  1
3
tr  = p:
This pressure equilibrates skeleton loading and in terms of strain gives
 p = Kgtr ":
From the expression for relative increase of uid (37) and constitutive relation for
porous medium (41) we have
 =  div(U  u) =  divU+ tr ";
p
M
=  divU  (  )tr ":
Furthermore, from the denition of adiabatic bulk modulus (second of equations (18))
with assumption of small deformations we get
 p = Kfdiv U;
1
M
=
  
Kg
+

Kf
: (45)
Equation (42) with  given by (42) (44) andM given by equation (45) is one form of
Gassmann equation (Gassmann, 1951): Combining these three equations we can get
another form of Gassmann equation:
Kc =
( 1
Kg
+ 1
Kf
) + 1
Kg
  1
K

K
( 1
Kg
+ 1
Kf
) + 1
Kg
( 1
Kg
  1
K
)
:
For the limiting case of zero porosity (bulk material is solid),
 =  = 0; Kg = K; and M !1;
whereas for the uid case (porosity  = 1),
 =  = 1; K = 0; and Kc = Kf =M:
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2.2.4 Biots equations of poroelasticity
Having derived constitutive equations (41) for the poroelastic medium, we now have
to derive the equations of motion. For an elastic medium equation of motion (25) was
derived from conservation of mass and conservation of momentum. Such an approach
can also be used to derive equation of motion for a porous medium using spatial
averaging of conservation equations for uid and solid written on pore scale, see Pride
et al. (1992). However, for a statistically homogeneous and isotropic porous medium
it is possible to avoid the analysis on microscale altogether by using a macroscopic
energy approach proposed by Biot (1956a, 1956b). This can be done by using the
principle of minimal action so that the Lagrange function can be then expressed
through the generalized coordinates. Due to the smallness of velocity, displacements,
and ratio of linear characteristic dimension of EV over the wavelength of incident
wave, it is possible to represent kinetic energy, strain energy and dissipative potential
in quadratic form.
In the absence of dissipation, the porous continuum can be fully described by the La-
grange function L(qi; qi;t; qi;k; t), where qi is i-th component of generalized coordinate
q; subscript written after comma denotes partial derivative with respect to time t
or spatial coordinate xk: Generalized coordinates q(xk; t) are functions that describe
the state of the system in particular point in space and time. These functions are
the ones for which equations of motion are to be obtained. For instance, in elasticity
generalized coordinates are usually chosen as displacements. For a porous medium
we choose as generalized coordinates the bulk solid displacement ui = ui(xk; t) and
relative uid displacement wi = wi(xk; t). One of the most fundamental principles of
physics, the principle of minimal action, stipulates that integral S, called action,
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S =
t2Z
t1
L(qi; qi;t; qi;k; t)dt;
is minimal for motion of the system between positions (states) q(1) at the moment t1
and q(2) at the moment t2 (Landau and Lifshitz, 1976). This means that variation of
action is zero
S = 
t2Z
t1
L(qi; qi;t; qi;k; t)dt =
t2Z
t1
 
@L
@qi
qi +
@L
@qi;t
qi;t +
@L
@qi;k
qi;k
!
dt = 0:
Integrating the second and third terms by parts, and using the condition qi(t1) =
qi(t2) = 0 which means that the initial and nal positions of the system are exactly
known, it is possible to derive the equation of motion in generalized coordinates
d
dt
@L
@qi;t
+
@
@xk
@L
@qi;k
  @L
@qi
= 0 (46)
Furthermore, if L is not an explicit function of time, i.e. the medium properties do
not change with time, conservation of energy occurs, and L = K  W , where K is
kinetic energy and W is strain energy (or potential energy) dened by the relation
(38).
The above approach has been written for the process without dissipation. Elastic
waves in porous medium are, in general accompanied by dissipation due to the motion
of the uid relative to the solid. Dissipative force is a function of relative velocity only,
and for small velocities just the linear term is su¢ cient, and dissipative potential D
can be written in quadratic form
D =

2
w2i;t
where  is permeability. In the presence of dissipation, equation (46) becomes
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ddt
@L
@qi;t
+
@
@xk
@L
@qi;k
  @L
@qi
=   @D
@qi;t
: (47)
Viscous force is then Fi = @D=@wi;t, which can be also written in the form
 rp = 

_w: (48)
Equation (48), known as a Darcy law shows that relative uid velocity in a porous
medium is proportional to pressure gradient.
Kinetic energy can be expanded to quadratic terms in generalized coordinates:
2K = uui;tui;t + 2uwui;twi;t + wwi;twi;t (49)
where u =  = (1   )g + f is average bulk density, with g and f as the
densities of the grain material and uid respectively. Coe¢ cients uw and w are
two new parameters with the dimension of density, whose physical meaning will be
explained below.
Equation (49) shows that kinetic energy depends only on particle velocities. In turn,
potential energy of deformations depends on spatial derivatives of displacements
(strain), and dissipative potential depends only on relative velocity. Thus equation
(47) reduces to
d
dt
@K
@qi;t
+
@
@xk
@W
@qi;k
  @W
@qi
=   @D
@qi;t
: (50)
Substituting expressions for K;W;D in equation (50), yields two equations of motion
known as Biots equations of poroelasticity
ik;k = ui;tt + uwwi;tt (51)
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and
 p;i = uwui;tt + wwi;tt +


wi;t : (52)
For a special case w = 0 and hence U = u; equation (52) yields
 p;i = uwUi;tt
which implies that uw = f . The density w is related to the drag force that is a
result of the relative motion of the skeleton in viscous uid (Landau and Lifshitz,
1987; Bourbié et al., 1987). It is proportional to f with a proportionality constant
called tortuosity that depends on the geometry of the pore space. At low frequency,
viscous forces are dominant and the inertial term can be neglected because the uid
moves together with the grains (small relative uid velocity).
2.2.5 Biots critical frequency
Since any porous medium is at least a two-phase composite, it is inherently hetero-
geneous with a spatial scale equal to the average pore radius or grain size. Assuming
oscillatory uid ow induced by the elastic wave propagation, and smooth variation
of ow channel width, the presence of this spatial scale implies the existence of some
critical frequency. The nature of the uid ow is di¤erent for frequencies lower and
higher than this critical Biots frequency.
First consider an idealized case (Landau and Lifshitz, 1987) when an innite solid
yz plane oscillates with circular frequency ! in y direction. Viscous uid occupies
a volume x > 0. Velocity of the oscillating plane is _u = _uy = _u0 exp( i!t). All
components of the uid and solid plane velocities are zero except for the y component.
The boundary condition at x = 0 for the uid velocity is _U = _Uy= _uy. According to
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the symmetry of the problem, all quantities are functions of x and t only. The uid
is assumed to be nearly incompressible implying div _U ' 0. From here @ _Ux=@x = 0;
so that _Ux = const; and this constant is zero from the boundary condition. The
convective term

_Ur

_U is also zero, and the Navier-Stokes equation (28) reduces to
@ _U
@t
=   1
f
grad p+

f
 _U:
For x component this gives @p=@x = 0; while for y component _U  _Uy we have
@ _U
@t
=

f
@2 _U
@x2
: (53)
Equation (53) is a 1-D di¤usion equation whose solution is of the form _U = _u0 exp i(kx 
!t) and is automatically satised on the boundary. Substituting ansatz solution into
equation (53) gives
i! =

f
k2; k =
1 + i

;  =
vuut 2
!f
;
where k is the wave number, and  is a parameter called viscous skin depth. Finally,
for the uid velocity prole normal to the plane (in x direction) we have
_U = _u0 exp

 x


exp i

x

  !t

: (54)
At the distance from the solid boundary equal to the skin depth (x = ); amplitude
decreases e times, whereas for the same distance equal to the spatial period of wave
(x = 2), amplitude decreases approximately 540 times.
The viscous skin depth parameter plays a fundamental role in various uid ow
problems. For instance, if uid ows in a cylindrical pipe of diameter l  ; then
viscous term dominates over the inertial term in Navier-Stokes equation (28), the
uid motion is quasi-stationary, and yields a so-called Poiseuille ow regime (Landau
and Lifshitz, 1987). On the other hand, if l  ; then the inertial forces dominate
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everywhere except for a thin skin layer near the pipe surface, and the oscillatory ow
is similar to that in an inviscid uid. For a porous medium the spatial parameter l
can be taken as an average pore channel diameter or characteristic pore size. The
frequency !B which yields viscous skin depth  equal to l=2; i.e.,vuut 2
!Bf
= l=2 (55)
is called Biots characteristic frequency and plays fundamental role in dynamics of
porous materials. Solving equation (55) for !B; we obtain
!B =
8
l2f
: (56)
Pore space does not consist of cylindrical pipes, and thus parameter l provides only
a characteristic size of the pore scale. For porous media equation (56) is usually
written using the parameter of permeability  which has dimension of the squared
spatial length (Biot, 1956b):
!B =

f
:
Norris (1993) showed that pore space radius can be estimated using the formula
Lp 
p
8F; where F  1=2 is formation factor,  is porosity and  is permeability.
For a sandstone with 20% porosity and permeability 0:2  10 8 cm2 circular Biots
frequency fB = !B=2  170 kHz. In geophysics most eld measurements are done
at frequencies lower than the Biots frequency. Dissipation of energy as a function of
frequency has a maximum at Biots critical frequency because whole uid takes part
in dissipation with maximal gradient of the velocity (Bourbié et al., 1987).
In this chapter we have outlined the basic principles of the theory of poroelastic-
ity for macroscopically homogeneous porous materials, that is, the materials whose
macroscopic properties (measured over EV) do not vary with spatial coordinates.
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Real materials are usually macroscopically inhomogeneous. This makes the analysis
of such materials much more complicated, since these materials have additional scale
length parameters, which induce new relaxation processes. In the next chapter we
analyze such phenomena for a simplest case of 1D inhomogeneous porous medium.
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3 Layered porous media
The simplest example of macroscopically inhomogeneous porous medium is a layered
porous medium, whose properties depend on one spatial coordinate, say z; only. The
theory of layered porous media can be developed in analogy to the theory of lay-
ered uid and solid media, which has found applications in many areas of geophysics
(Brekhovskikh, 1981; Ewing, 1957; Aki and Richards, 1980). One of the main meth-
ods used to describe phenomena in layered media is matrix propagator method. In
this method each layer is characterized by a certain matrix called system matrix,
while the stack of layers as a whole is described by the so called propagator matrix
obtained by multiplying the propagator matrices for each particular layer, which in
turn depend on the system matrices. Elements of the propagator matrix are inter-
ference coe¢ cients of reection and transmission. Thus matrix propagator method
can be used to compute reected and transmitted waveelds in layered materials
from the properties of individual layers. In addition, this method can also be used
to obtain e¤ective macroscopic elastic properties of thinly layered systems. This is
the case for a nely layered medium when wavelength of the incident wave is at least
one order of magnitude larger than thickness of the thickest layer (long wavelength
limit). Multiplication of single propagator matrices gives an exact solution for the
stack of layers, and this solution is equivalent to the one single propagator matrix
representing the whole stack in approximation of an e¤ective homogeneous medium.
This means that the eigenvalues of the propagator matrix for the equivalent medium
have to be equal to the eigenvalues of the matrix obtained by multiplication of the
individual propagator matrices for each layer.
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3.1 Poroelasticity equations in matrix form
Consider a one-dimensional periodic medium, with spatial period H, consisting of
alternating layers of saturated poroelastic media 1 and 2 of thicknesses h1H and h2H,
so that h1 + h2 = 1. Layer interfaces are assumed to be parallel to xy plane. Each of
the poroelastic layers is statistically isotropic and homogeneous, and is described by
the constitutive relations (40) which can also be written in the form
 = Ls"  MI ; p =  M"+M; (57)
where  is total stress tensor, p is uid pressure, " is the solid strain tensor, " =
tr " =r u (u is solid displacement),  =  r w (w is uid displacement relative to
the solid), M is pore space modulus dened by Gassmann relation (45),  is Biots
stress coe¢ cient (44), I is the identity tensor and Ls is undrained (uid saturated)
sti¤ness tensor of the bulk material. In index notation, the rst of equations (57) is
ij = 2"ij + (s"  M)ij ; (58)
where s is Lamé coe¢ cient of the saturated porous material and  is shear modulus.
Assume that a plane P-wave propagates in x; z plane with incident angle  with
respect to axis of symmetry z. From equations (57) and (58), we have
xx=2
@ux
@x
+ s
 
@ux
@x
+
@uz
@z
!
+ M
 
@wx
@x
+
@wz
@z
!
;
zz =2
@uz
@z
+ s
 
@ux
@x
+
@uz
@z
!
+ M
 
@wx
@x
+
@wz
@z
!
;
xz =2"xz = 
 
@ux
@z
+
@uz
@x
!
;
  p=M
 
@ux
@x
+
@uz
@z
!
+M
 
@wx
@x
+
@wz
@z
!
: (59)
Assume also that pressure, stress and displacements are harmonic functions in time,
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and harmonic functions in x dened by multiplicative factor ei!(sx t), where s is a
horizontal slowness. The derivatives over time and x then yield multiplication by  i!
and  i!s respectively, so that only derivatives over z remain in the equations. The
system of constitutive equations (59) can be expressed in the frequency domain using
particle velocities rather than displacements as
 i!xx = i!s (s + 2) _ux + s@ _uz
@z
+ M
@ _wz
@z
+ i!sM _wx ; (60)
 i!zz = i!ss _ux + (s + 2) @ _uz
@z
+ M
@ _wz
@z
+ i!sM _wx ; (61)
 i!xz = @ _ux
@z
+ i!s _uz ; (62)
 i! p =  i!sM _ux   M @ _uz
@z
 M@ _wz
@z
  i!sM _wx ; (63)
where _u  @u=@t, _w  @w=@t.
Biots equations of motion for the poroelastic medium (51) and (52) can be written
in the form (Biot, 1962)
@ij
@xj
=
@
@t
( _ui + f _wi) ; (64)
  @p
@xi
=
@
@t
(f _ui +m _wi) +


_wi : (65)
Writing equations (64) and (65) in the frequency domain for the 2D case gives
i!sxx +
@
@z
xz =  i! _ux   i!f _wx ; (66)
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i!sxz +
@
@z
zz =  i! _uz   i!f _wz ; (67)
 i!sp =  i!f _ux +



  i!m

_wx ; (68)
  @
@z
p =  i!f _uz +



  i!m

_wz ; (69)
where  = (1   )g + f is average density of bulk material and (=   i!m) is
Biots visco-dynamic operator.
To write equations of poroelasticity in a matrix form, we dene a symbolic 6-vector
b as
b =
24
_uz _wz xz zz  p _ux
35T
of quantities that are continuous across the interface.
From the system of two equations (61) and (63)
(s + 2)
@ _uz
@z
+ M
@ _wz
@z
=  i!zz   i!ss _ux ; (70)
M
@ _uz
@z
+M
@ _wz
@z
= i! p  i!sM _ux : (71)
By solving system of equations (70) and (71), the z derivatives of _uz and _wz are
calculated as
@ _uz
@z
=  i!s (s   
2M) _ux + zz + p
s + 2  2M =  i!
s _ux + zz + p
L
; (72)
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@ _wz
@z
=  i!2sM _ux   Mzz   (s + 2) p
(s + 2  2M)M =  i!
2s _ux   zz   CM p
L
; (73)
where C = s+2 is the saturated P-wave velocity modulus, L = C 2M = +2
is the dry P-wave velocity modulus, and  = s   2M is the dry Lamé coe¢ cient.
From equation (62)
@ _ux
@z
=  i!
 
1

xz + s _uz
!
; (74)
and from equations (67) and (69)
@
@z
zz =  i! _uz   i!f _wz   i!sxz =  i!

 _uz + f _wz + sxz

; (75)
@
@z
p = i!f _uz + i!m _wz  


_wz =  i!

 f _uz  m _wz  
i
!
_wz

: (76)
Elimination of xx from equations (60) and (66) yields
@xz
@z
= ss
@ _uz
@z
+ sM
@ _wz
@z
  i!

  s2C

_ux : (77)
Substituting the z derivatives of _uz and _wz, (72) and (73), into equation (77) gives
@xz
@z
=  i!s _ux + zz + p
L
ss   i!2s _ux   zz  
C
M
p
L
sM   i!

  s2C

_ux
=  i!
"
s2s + 2s
22M + L (  s2C)
L
_ux +
s (s   2M)
L
zz +
ss   sC
L
p
#
=  i!
"
s2 (s + 2
2M   s   2  2s   22) + L
L
_ux +
s
L
zz +
 2s
L
p
#
=  i!
"
L  2s2 (+ L)
L
_ux +
s
L
zz   2s
L
p
#
: (78)
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Finally, we can now write all equations (72), (73), (78), (75), (76) and (74) in compact
matrix form
@
@z
26666666666666666666666666666666664
_uz
_wz
xz
zz
 p
_ux
37777777777777777777777777777777775
=  i!
26666666666666666666666666666666664
0 0 0 1
L
 
L
s
L
0 0 0  
L
1
N
2s
L
0 0 0 s
L
2s
L
L 2s2(+L)
L
 f s 0 0 0
f

m+ i 
!

0 0 0 0
s 0 1

0 0 0
37777777777777777777777777777777775
26666666666666666666666666666666664
_uz
_wz
xz
zz
 p
_ux
37777777777777777777777777777777775
; (79)
or,
@
@z
b(z) =  i!Q(z)b(z) ; (80)
where N ML=C. Matrix Q(z) is called the system matrix, whose elements are the
material properties of a particular layer (constants in that layer). The continuity of
the six-vector b(z) is assured across z = const interfaces for open pore conditions
(Deresiewicz and Skalak, 1963; Gurevich and Schoenberg, 1999).
3.2 Matrix propagator method for layered media
Equation (80) is a typical equation for layered media of di¤erent physical nature. The
formal solution of equation (80) for a single layer between z0 and z is
b(z) = exp [ i! (z   z0)Q]b(z0)  P (z   z0)b(z0) ; (81)
where
P (z   z0) = exp [ i! (z   z0)Q]
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is called the propagator matrix in a straightforward analogy to the elastic case (Aki
and Richards, 1980). The exponential of a matrix is dened by the relation (Lancaster,
1969)
exp(Q) =
1X
0
Qm
m!
; (82)
so that
P (z   z0) =
1X
m=0
[ i! (z   z0)]mQm
m!
:
In general, for a stack of k layers with thicknesses hjH;the propagator matrix is
P
 
kP
j=1
hjH
!
=
1Q
j=k
exp ( i!hjHQj) :
For the periodic medium considered in this work, a stack of n spatial periods with
each period consisting of two layers, with z0 = 0; equation (81) becomes
b(nH) = [exp ( i!h2HQ2) exp ( i!h1HQ1)]n b(0)  [P2 (h2H)P1 (h1H)]n b(0) :
On the other hand, in one homogeneous layer the vector b(z) in equation (80), can
be written in terms of wave numbers i.e. slownesses,
b(z) = b(0) exp ikkz = b(0) exp i!skz ;
where index after k identies the type of propagating plane wave. Substituting this
solution into equation (80) gives
i!skb(0) exp i!skz =  i!Q(z)b(0) exp i!skz ;
so that
Q(z)b(0) = skb(0) ;
i.e. sk are eigenvalues of the matrix Q. This means that matrix Q can be represented
as (Lancaster, 1969)
Q = AA 1 ; (83)
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where  is a diagonal matrix whose elements are eigenvalues of matrixQ, and matrix
A is composed of columns, the ith column being the eigenvector associated with the
ith eigenvalue.
From the denition of propagator matrix (81) and equation (83), for a particular
layer j ( j = 1; 2) we have
Pj =
1X
m=0
( i!hjH)m
m!

AjjA
 1
j
m
=
1X
m=0
( i!hjH)m
m!
AjjA
 1
j AjjA 1j    AjjA 1j
=Aj
 1X
m=0
( i!hjH)m
m!
mj
!
A 1j :
or
Pj = Aj exp( i!hjHj)A 1j : (84)
Note that since j is a diagonal matrix,
detPj = exp(trj): (85)
For wavelengths much larger than the spatial period of stratication, equivalent
medium theory can be used. The system matrix Q of an equivalent homogeneous
medium (one period of two layers) can be dened as
exp ( i!HQ) = exp ( i!h2HQ2) exp ( i!h1HQ1)= P2 (h2H)P1 (h1H) P (H) :
(86)
For an equivalent medium containing two layers, equations (86) and (84) yield
exp ( i!HQ) = A2 exp( i!h2H2)A 12 A1 exp( i!h1H1)A 11 : (87)
In equation (87), the RHS is the solution of equation (80) for the layered medium
expressed through the parameters of each layer, and the LHS is the propagator matrix
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for the pair of layers (one period) whose eigenvalues (corresponding to slownesses
associated with matrix Q) are as yet unknown. Each of these eigenvalues sk is in
turn related to a corresponding eigenvalue xk of the matrix exp ( i!HQ) :
xk = exp( i!Hsk): (88)
Thus matrix exp ( i!HQ) can be expressed in the form
exp ( i!HQ) = A exp( i!H) (A) 1 ; (89)
where  is diagonal matrix with elements sk, and A
 is the corresponding matrix of
eigenvectors. Since matrices on the left and right hand sides of equation (86) are equal,
they must have the same eigenvalues. Therefore eigenvalues xk of exp ( i!HQ)must
also be equal to the corresponding eigenvalues of the matrix P2P1
det jP2P1   xIj = 0 ; (90)
that is xk are the roots of the characteristic polynomial det jP2P1   xIj.
In this work, propagation of compressional waves is considered in the direction normal
to the stratication because the e¤ect of uid ow on dispersion and attenuation is
maximal in this direction. However before considering a layered poroelastic medium,
we will rst illustrate the use of the propagator matrix method for acoustic (or elastic)
case.
3.3 E¤ective modulus for periodically layered elastic medium
One can consider an elastic medium as a limiting case of a porous medium with zero
porosity. In this case p = 0; _w = 0, and for normal incidence of compressional waves
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(horizontal slowness s = 0), equation (79) reduces to
@
@z
266666664
_u

377777775 =  i!
266666664
0 1
L
 0
377777775
266666664
_u

377777775 ; (91)
or
@
@z
b(z) =  i!Q(z)b(z) ;
with
b =
24
_u 
35T ;
and
Q =
266666664
0 1
L
 0
377777775
where  = zz and _u = _uz. Equations (91) could of course be obtained directly from
equation of motion (26) and constitutive equation (17) for elastic media. Then solving
eigenvalue problem for Q; we get eigenvalue and left and right eigenvector matrices
 =
266666664
q

L
0
0  
q

L
377777775 ; A =
266666664
1p
L
 1p
L
1 1
377777775 ; A
 1 =
1
2
266666664
p
L 1
 pL 1
377777775 :
Note that tr() = 0 and according to equation (84), det(P ) = 1: We aim to obtain
e¤ective parameters for a periodically alternating layers of two types: 1 and 2. For a
single layer j (j = 1; 2), the from equations (83) and (84), propagator matrix is
Pj =
266666664
cos

!hjH
q
j
Lj

ip
jLj
sin

!hjH
q
j
Lj

i
q
jLj sin

!hjH
q
j
Lj

cos

!hjH
q
j
Lj

377777775 :
According to equation (87), the product of propagator matrices for each layer P2P1 =
P can be calculated. The elements of P are
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P 11=cos
 
!h1H
s
1
L1
!
cos
 
!h2H
s
2
L2
!
 
p
2L2p
1L1
sin
 
!h1H
s
1
L1
!
sin
 
!h2H
s
2
L2
!
;
P 12=
ip
2L2
cos
 
!h1H
s
1
L1
!
sin
 
!h2H
s
2
L2
!
+
ip
1L1
cos
 
!h2H
s
2
L2
!
sin
 
!h1H
s
1
L1
!
;
P 21= i
q
1L1 cos
 
!h2H
s
2
L2
!
sin
 
!h1H
s
1
L1
!
+i
q
2L2 cos
 
!h1H
s
1
L1
!
sin
 
!h2H
s
2
L2
!
;
P 22=cos
 
!h1H
s
1
L1
!
cos
 
!h2H
s
2
L2
!
 
p
1L1p
2L2
sin
 
!h1H
s
1
L1
!
sin
 
!h2H
s
2
L2
!
:
Note that tr(j) = 0 and according to equation (84), det(Pj) = 1 and det jP2P1j = 1:
Thus characteristic equation for P2P1 is,
2   (P 11 + P 22)+ 1 = 0 ; (92)
so the eigenvalues depends only on (P 11 + P

22) where
P 11 + P

22=2 cos
 
!h1H
s
1
L1
!
cos
 
!h2H
s
2
L2
!
 
 p
1L1p
2L2
+
p
2L2p
1L1
!
sin
 
!h1H
s
1
L1
!
sin
 
!h2H
s
2
L2
!
(93)
On the other hand P is equal to the propagator matrix for the whole spatial period
of an equivalent medium, so from equation (89) we have
P = A exp( i!H) (A) 1 ; (94)
or
P =
266666664
cos (!Hs) ip
L sin (!Hs
)
i
p
L sin (!Hs) cos (!Hs)
377777775 ;
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where s; ; L are yet unknown slowness, density and P-wave modulus of the
equivalent medium. Again, the eigenvalues of this matrix are dened by the sum of
its diagonal elements,
P 11 + P

22 = 2 cos (!Hs
) : (95)
Slowness s for the equivalent medium can now be calculated by equating right-hand
sides of equations (95) and (93). This gives
2 cos (!Hs)= 2 cos
 
!h1H
s
1
L1
!
cos
 
!h2H
s
2
L2
!
 
 p
1L1p
2L2
+
p
2L2p
1L1
!
sin
 
!h1H
s
1
L1
!
sin
 
!h2H
s
2
L2
!
(96)
Equation (96) is an exact dispersion equation for a periodic system of alternating
elastic layers. This equation was derived by Rytov (1956) using Floquet theorem for
di¤erential equations with periodic coe¢ cients (Brillouin, 1963). To our knowledge
the above derivation of the Rytov equation using matrix propagator method is new.
In general, equivalent slowness s is frequency dependent. For a nely layered medium
!sH    1 (low frequency limit) equation (96) can be simplied using asymptotic
expansion of sin and cosine for small argument. Then we have,
!2H2 (s)2 =
1
2
!4h21h
2
2H
4 1
L1
2
L2
+
 p
1L1p
2L2
+
p
2L2p
1L1
!
h1h2!
2H2
s
1
L1
s
2
L2
;
and neglecting term of O(!4),
(s)2 = h1h2
(1L1 + 2L2)
L1L2
= 
 
h1
L1
+
h2
L2
!
;
where  = h11 + h22 is the average density. For the e¤ective P-wave modulus
L = = (s)2 this yields
1
L
=
h1
L1
+
h2
L2
=

1
L

;
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where angle brackets h1=Li denote thickness weighted average of the quantity 1=L;
which is equal to Backus average (Backus, 1962) for compressional wave velocity
modulus for normal incidence.
3.4 E¤ective modulus for periodically layered poroelastic medium
3.4.1 Properties for a single homogeneous layer
For a horizontally stratied poroelastic medium and normal incidence of compres-
sional wave (horizontal slowness s = 0), the rst order system of equations (79) can
be written, in the frequency domain, as four di¤erential equations for _u, _w, zz and
p in standard form (80)
@
@z
b(z) =  i!Qb(z) ; (97)
where now
b 
2666666666666666666664
_u
_w
zz
 p
3777777777777777777775
; (98)
Q 
2666666666666666666664
0 0 1
L
 
L
0 0  
L
1
N
 f 0 0
f ~m 0 0
3777777777777777777775
; (99)
and  = (1 )g+f is the average density of the saturated material. All elements of
the system matrixQ are combinations of material constants independent of frequency
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except for the element Q42 = ~m = m + i=!. This term combines two terms from
the equations of motion (51) and (52) for the poroelastic medium in z direction (in
other directions equations are trivial) which can be written in the form (Biot, 1962)
@zz
@z
=
@2
@t2
(u+ fw) ;
 @p
@z
=
@2
@t2
(fu+mw) +


@w
@t
=
@2
@t2
fu+
@
@t
 


+m
@
@t
!
w ; (100)
where  


+m
@
@t
!
! 

 
1  i!m

!
=


 
1  i !
!B
m
f
!
(101)
is Biots visco-dynamic operator in frequency domain. At frequencies much smaller
than Biots characteristic frequency !B = =f , the second equation of motion
(100) reduces to Darcys law, and Biots visco-dynamic operator becomes just a vis-
cous operator
 @p
@z
= f
@
@t
_u+
 


+m
@
@t
!
_w =  i!f _u+



  i!m

_w ! 

_w : (102)
Here and below we will assume that frequencies are much smaller than Biots char-
acteristic frequency and hence
~m = i=!:
An eigenvalue-eigenvector decomposition of system matrix Q for a single layer is
Q = AA 1. Matrix  is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements, call them
j; j = 1; 2; 3; 4, are eigenvalues of Q. Matrix A is the matrix whose columns are
eigenvectors, the kth column being the eigenvector associated with the kth eigenvalue.
Therefore Qm= AmA 1; and propagator matrix P (z   z0) of equation (81) can be
written in the form (84)
P (z   z0) =
1X
m=0
[ i! (z   z0)]m
m!
AmA 1 = A exp( i! (z   z0))A 1 (103)
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or
P (z   z0) = A
2666666666666666666664
e i!(z z0)1 0 0 0
0 e i!(z z0)2 0 0
0 0 e i!(z z0)3 0
0 0 0 e i!(z z0)4
3777777777777777777775
A 1 : (104)
The eigenvalues of Q are determined as roots of the characteristic equation for Q
which is a quadratic equation in 2:
4   1
L

~m
C
M
+   2f

2 +
 ~m  2f
LM
= 0 : (105)
This equation has exact solutions
2=
1
2L
24 ~m C
M
+   2f 
s
~m
C
M
+   2f
2
  4L ~m  
2
f
M
35
=
~mC
2LM

1 +
M
~mC
(  2f )
 26641
vuuuut1  4LM
~mC2
1  
2
f
 ~mh
1 + M
~mC
(  2f )
i2
3775 (106)
The solutions + and   correspond to the slownesses of four vertically propa-
gating compressional waves (with displacements in the direction of propagation). To
see which root corresponds to which wave, these roots can be evaluated as ! ! 0;
which is equivalent to letting ~m be very large. In this limit the roots are given by
2 
~mC
2LM
241
s
1  4LMfmC2
35  ~mC
2LM

1

1  2LM
~mC2

;
and nally "+" and " " roots are
2+ = ~m
C
LM
 {C
!LM
; 2  =

C
; (107)
Thus, for a homogeneous porous medium the solution (81) of equation (80) can be
written as the sum of up and down propagating plane compressional waves with
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slownesses sp =   (fast wave) and sd = + (slow wave), which in the low frequency
limit is of di¤usion nature. Therefore, we have
 =
2666666666666666666664
sp 0 0 0
0  sp 0 0
0 0 sd 0
0 0 0  sd
3777777777777777777775
and
ei!(z z0) =
2666666666666666666664
ei!(z z0)sp 0 0 0
0 e i!(z z0)sp 0 0
0 0 ei!(z z0)sd 0
0 0 0 e i!(z z0)sd
3777777777777777777775
:
As can be seen from equation (103), eigenvectors of Q are also the eigenvectors of P.
The jth eigenvector associated with a particular eigenvalue j can be written as
2666666666666666666664
1
j
f=M 2j
2j ( f )=L
C
jM
2j =C
2j ( f )=L
C
f=M =C
2j ( f )=L
L
3777777777777777777775
:
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Therefore the matrix of eigenvectors A is exactly
A =
2666666666666666666664
1
sp
f=M s2p
s2p ( f )=L  
1
sp
f=M s2p
s2p ( f )=L
1
sd
f=M s2d
s2
d
 ( f )=L  
1
sd
f=M s2d
s2
d
 ( f )=L
C
spM
s2p =C
s2p ( f )=L  
C
spM
s2p =C
s2p ( f )=L
C
sdM
s2d =C
s2
d
 ( f )=L  
C
sdM
s2d =C
s2
d
 ( f )=L
C
f=M =C
s2p ( f )=L C
f=M =C
s2p ( f )=L C
f=M =C
s2
d
 ( f )=L C
f=M =C
s2
d
 ( f )=L
L L L L
3777777777777777777775
:
From the identity L  C   2M , note that

C
    f
L
= 

1
C
  1
L

+
f
L
=
M
L
f
M
+

M

L
C
  1

=
M
L
f
M
  
C

:
(108)
In order to simplify elements of eigenvectors we have to separate terms of the di¤erent
dependence of ! in expressions for eigenvalues and then to see what terms can be
neglected in low frequency limit. For the "+" root of equation (106),
2+ ~m
C
2LM

1 +
M
~mC
(  2f )
 
1 +

1  2LM
~mC2
+O( ~m 2)

=
= ~m
C
LM

1 +
M
~mC
(  2f )
 
1  LM
~mC2
+O( ~m 2)


 ~m C
LM
+


1  L
C

  2f
L
+O(!) = i C
!LM
+
mC
LM
+
2M
LC
+
2f
L
+O(!) :
In the zero frequency limit, these eigenvalues give the phase slowness and decay of
the Biots slow wave. A similar calculation of the " " root of equation (106) gives an
expression for the fast wave. Finally, for low frequency (terms of the order of O(!2)
are neglected),
s2p =

C
+O(!) ; s2d = i
C
!LM
[1 +O(!)]  i 1
!D
[1 +O(!)] ; (109)
where D = LM=C is the di¤usion coe¢ cient of dimension [length2=time]. Using
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equation (108), A can be written as
A =
2666666666666666666664
q
C

L
M
+O(!)  
q
C

L
M
+O(!)  p {!D [1 +O(!)] p {!D [1 +O(!)]
0 +O(!) 0 +O(!) C
M
p {!D [1 +O(!)]   C
M
p {!D [1 +O(!)]
C L
M
+O(!) C L
M
+O(!) 0 +O(!) 0 +O(!)
L L L L
3777777777777777777775
;
(110)
or in approximation neglecting terms of O(!);
A =
2666666666666666666664
q
C

L
M
 
q
C

L
M
 p {!D p {!D
0 0 C
M
p {!D   C
M
p {!D
C L
M
C L
M
0 0
L L L L
3777777777777777777775
: (111)
Due to the simple structure of A, it is straightforward to nd that, to O(!),
A 1 =
1
2
2666666666666666666664
q

C
M
L
q

C
2M2
CL
M
CL
0
 
q

C
M
L
 
q

C
2M2
CL
M
CL
0
0 M
C
p {!D  MCL 1L
0   M
C
p {!D  MCL 1L
3777777777777777777775
: (112)
Following equation (104), the propagator matrix can be found explicitly by matrix
multiplication
P(z z0) = Ae i!(z z0)A 1 =
71
=2666666666666666666664
Cp R [Cp   Cd]  { 1pCSp   {LR
p {!DSd {L
p {!DSd
0 Cd {L
p {!DSd  { LR
p {!DSd
 {pCSp  {
p
CRSp Cp 0
 {pCRSp  {
p
CR2Sp   { LRp {!DSd R [Cp   Cd] Cd
3777777777777777777775
(113)
where dimensionless parameter R = M=C; and
Cp cos!
r

C
(z   z0) ; Sp  sin!
r

C
(z   z0) ;
Cd cos
r
{!
D
(z   z0) ; Sd  sin
r
{!
D
(z   z0) :
Neglecting terms of O(!2), the propagator matrix for a single layer is
P(z z0) 
2666666666666666666664
1 0  {! 1
L
(z   z0) {! L (z   z0)
0 1 {! 
L
(z   z0)  {! LR (z   z0)
 {! (z   z0)  {!R (z   z0) 1 0
 {!R (z   z0)
h
LM
CD
  {!R2
i
(z   z0) 0 1
3777777777777777777775
;
P(z   z0) 
2666666666666666666664
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 

(z   z0) 0 1
3777777777777777777775
  {! (z   z0)
2666666666666666666664
0 0 1
L
 
L
0 0  
L
C
ML
 R 0 0
R R2 0 0
3777777777777777777775
: (114)
To better understand the physical nature of parameters in matrices A and P we can
derive the pore pressure induced by the incident wave (loading of the skeleton) in
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adjacent layers, and consequently how uid responds to the perturbation of pressure.
Using Gassmann relation (42) we can write constitutive relation (58) in terms of dry
modulus :
ij = 2"ij +
h
(+ 2M)"  (p+ M")
i
ij :
Then, in our 1D case
" =
zz + p
L
: (115)
When there is no uid ow between layers  = 0; the second of equations (57) gives
" =
 p
M
: (116)
Combining the equations (115) and (116) yields
 p = M
C
zz = Rzz : (117)
Now we can see that material parameter R connects the total stress in bulk material
caused by the incident fast wave with the pore uid pressure. More precisely, R denes
magnitude of the uid pore pressure induced by incident wave in each layer. Because
pore pressure depends on properties of the layers, di¤erent pressure will be induced
on di¤erent sides of an interface. In order to equilibrate pressure, uid will move from
the more compliant layer to the sti¤er one (for positive loading of skeleton zz > 0).
On the macroscopic scale this type of uid motion has the same nature as "squirt"
ow (Mavko and Nur, 1975; Jones, 1986). Change of pressure in time and in direction
normal to the interface is controlled by the di¤usion equation which can be derived
from the second and fourth equations in (97)
@ _wz
@z
=  
L
@zz
@t
  C
LM
@p
@t
; (118)
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 @p
@z
=


_w ; (119)
Di¤erentiating equation (119) with respect to z and substituting @ _wz=@z from equa-
tion (118) into equation (119), and neglecting the term containing zz (rigid frame
approximation) gives the di¤usion equation for uid pore pressure
@2p
@z2
=
C
LM
@p
@t
;
where LM=C = D is the pressure di¤usivity. Note that this is low frequency result
since the rst term in equation (118) was neglected assuming very slow time rate of
total stress within the EV (practically constant stress). From the second equation of
(109), the slowness of the slow wave is
s2d =
i
!D
;
so it is natural to use parameters R; D and N = ML=C (which plays a similar
role in the slow wave slowness as the fast P-wave modulus C plays in the fast wave
slowness). Furthermore, substituting the expression for slowness of the slow wave into
ansatz solution of the di¤usion equation gives
p = p0 exp
0@i!
s
i
!D
z
1A = p0 exp
 
i!
1 + ip
2!D
z
!
= p0 exp

 
r
!
2D
z

exp

i
r
!
2D
z

:
By analogy with equation (54), quantity  =
q
2D=! is the pressure skin depth or
di¤usion length, which denes the distance from the pressure disturbance (interface)
at which the uid has enough time to move and equilibrate pressure within half
period of the incident wave. In wave terminology, di¤usion length can be considered
as "wavelength" of the slow wave. The ratio of di¤usion length and layer half-width
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denes the magnitude of the attenuation relaxation process, which is maximal when
this ratio equals 1. As frequency increases, di¤usion length shortens to very small
distances, and in the high frequency case (wavelength of the slow wave is much smaller
than thickness of layer), the uid no longer moves. For a homogenous porous medium
at low frequencies, attenuation due to uid ow is negligible because di¤usion length
is very large in comparison with the only existing spatial scale (average pore space
radius). However, in an inhomogeneous (e.g., layered) medium, attenuation can be
signicant; it is caused by the conversion of energy from fast into slow wave (squirt
ow) which depends on the elastic contrast between the layers (described by the
parameter R). In this case there is a new spatial scale responsible for dispersion, the
average thickness of layers (inhomogeneities), which is much larger than pore radius,
and causes another peak of attenuation at frequencies much lower than the Biots
characteristic frequency. This is the reason why measuring dispersion and attenuation
can be used for estimation of permeability through the di¤usion coe¢ cient. In terms
of the parameters R; D and N; matrix A given by (111) is
A =
2666666666666666666664
sp
R
  sp
R
 Rdp i! Rdp i!
0 0 d
p i!  dp i!
R 1 R 1 0 0
1 1 1 1
3777777777777777777775
;
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and for inverse matrix A 1
A 1 =
1
2
2666666666666666666664
R
sp
R2
sp
R 0
 R
sp
 R2
sp
R 0
0 1
d
p i!  R 1
0   1
d
p i!  R 1
3777777777777777777775
;
where d =
p
D=N .
3.4.2 Periodic two - layers medium
From everyday experience it is known that when two sponges of di¤erent elastic
properties are pressed together, the uid will move from the more compliant sponge
into the sti¤er sponge. In the case of a layered medium a similar e¤ect is expected,
such that uid will ow across the interface between di¤erent layers as a consequence
of applying external stress to the medium.
Mathematically, this can be analyzed using the matrix propagator procedure outlined
in section 3.2. In particular, e¤ective slownesses of the fast and slow waves in a
periodic system of alternating layers of types 1 and 2 can be derived as eigenvalues
xi; i = 1::4 of the matrix P2P1: Following equations (87) (88) (89) and (90), the
characteristic polynomial det jP2P1   xIj of the matrix P2P1 can be written as
(x  x1) (x  x2) (x  x3) (x  x4) = x4 + a3x3 + a2x2 + a1x+ a0 ;
where
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a0=x1x2x3x4;
a1=  (x1x2x3 + x1x2x4 + x1x3x4 + x2x3x4) =  a0

1
x1
+
1
x1
+
1
x1
+
1
x1

;
a2=x1x2 + x1x3 + x1x4 + x2x3 + x2x4 + x3x4 = (x1 + x2) (x3 + x4) + x1x2 + x3x4 ;
a3=  (x1 + x2 + x3 + x4) : (120)
Because unknown eigenvalues sk in equations (87) and (89) represent slownesses of
fast and slow compressional waves in the equivalent medium, they appear in pairs of
opposite signs
s1;2 = sp ; s3;4 = sd;
or
x1;2 = exp(i!Hsp) ; x3;4 = exp(i!Hsd) : (121)
Substituting (121) into equations (120) yields
a1= 2
h
cos(!Hsp) + cos(!Hs

d)
i
; (122)
a2=2
h
1 + 2 cos(!Hsp) cos(!Hs

d)
i
; (123)
a0=1 ; a1 = a3 : (124)
Solving the system of equations (122) (123) gives a quadratic equation whose roots
are
cos(!Hsp;d) =
 a1 
q
a21   4 (a2   2)
4
: (125)
E¤ective slownesses can be obtained by writing out coe¢ cients a1 and a2 of the char-
acteristic polynomial for matrix P2P1. These coe¢ cients are functions of frequency,
material properties, and slownesses of fast and slow waves in layers 1 and 2. Since
period H is assumed to be small compared to the wavelength of the fast wave in
layers 1 and 2, as well the equivalent medium, slownesses sp1, sp2and sp are assumed
to be small. Thus a small parameter t can be introduced through the substitution
sp1 ! tsp1; sp2 ! tsp2; sp ! tsp. The sign of the discriminant in equation (125) cor-
responding to the fast wave should be the one that gives cos(!Htsp) ! 1 as t ! 0.
Substituting a1 and a2 into equation (125) shows that
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lim
t!0 cos(!Hts

p)=
1
4

2 (1 + cos!Hsd) 2
q
(1 + cos!Hsd)
2   4 cos!Hsd

=
=
1
2

1 + cos!Hsd 
q
(1  cos!Hsd)2

= 1; cos!Hsd :
Thus "+" sign corresponds to slowness of the fast wave. From equation (125) the fast
slowness can be expressed as a function of t
cos(!Htsp) = B (t) ; (126)
where
B (t) =
 a1  
q
a21   4 (a2   2)
4
:
Expanding a1 and a2 and cosine in a power series in t, equation (126) can be rewritten
as
1  1
2

!Htsp
2
= 1 +B1t+B2t
2 +O(t3) ; (127)
where
B1 = lim
t!0
1
t
[B (t)  1] ;
B2 = lim
t!0
1
t2
[B (t)  1  tB1] :
Reverting to the original slownesses tsp1 ! sp1; tsp2 ! sp2; tsp ! sp yields the desired
equation for the e¤ective slowness

!Hsp
2
=  2 (B1 +B2) : (128)
Coe¢ cients B1 and B2 are functions of frequency, more precisely functions of
p
!. To
obtain explicit expressions for these coe¢ cients they can be expanded in power series
in
p
!; and up to the terms O(!2). For coe¢ cient B2, the rst term in p! is of the
order O(!2), hence taking into account the average properties (density and velocity
modulus) for one spatial period gives
B2 =  1
2
!2 (1h1 + 2h2)H
 
h1H
C1
+
h2H
C2
!
=  1
2
!2H2 (h11 + h22)
 
h1
C1
+
h2
C2
!
;
or
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B2 =  1
2
!2H2

1
C

: (129)
Note that coe¢ cient B2 does not depend on slownesses of slow waves in layers, so it
describes the quasi-elastic case where there is no uid ow between layers. By com-
paring equation (129) with the equation (200), it can also be seen that  2B2=!2H2
is the high frequency slowness.
For B1 we get
B1 = [d1 sin(!h1Hsd1) (1  cos (!h2Hsd2)) + d2 sin(!h2Hsd2) (1  cos (!h1Hsd1))]
 !
2H (1h1 + 2h2) (R2  R1)2 d1d2p
i! [2d1d2 (cos (!h1Hsd1) cos (!h2Hsd2)  1)  (d21 + d22) sin(!h1Hsd1) sin(!h2Hsd2)]
:
(130)
Coe¢ cient B1 depends on slownesses of slow waves in layers but does not depend on
slownesses of fast waves, which means it describes the frequency dependent (/ ! 1=2)
correction caused by uid ow between layers. The expression for coe¢ cient B1 (130)
can be rewritten as
B1 =
NUM
DEN
 !
2H (1h1 + 2h2) (R2  R1)2 d1d2p
i!
: (131)
Replacing all cosines and sines with their half-angle representations, i.e. sin  =
2 sin =2 cos =2 and cos = cos2 =2 sin2 =2; and factorizing parts of the numerator
and denominator of (131) gives
NUM = d1 sin(!h1Hsd1) (1  cos (!h2Hsd2)) + d2 sin(!h2Hsd2) (1  cos (!h1Hsd1))
= 4d1 sin
 
!h1Hsd1
2
!
cos
 
!h1Hsd1
2
!
sin2
 
!h2Hsd2
2
!
+4d2 sin
 
!h2Hsd2
2
!
cos
 
!h2Hsd2
2
!
sin2
 
!h1Hsd1
2
!
=4 sin
 
!h1Hsd1
2
!
sin
 
!h2Hsd2
2
!

"
d1 sin
 
!h2Hsd2
2
!
cos
 
!h1Hsd1
2
!
+ d2 cos
 
!h2Hsd2
2
!
sin
 
!h1Hsd1
2
!#
;
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and similarly for DEN ,
DEN =2d1d2 (cos (!h1Hsd1) cos (!h2Hsd2)  1) 

d21 + d
2
2

sin(!h1Hsd1) sin(!h2Hsd2)
= 4d1d2
"
sin2
 
!h1Hsd1
2
!
cos2
 
!h2Hsd2
2
!
+ cos2
 
!h1Hsd1
2
!
sin2
 
!h2Hsd2
2
!#
 4

d21 + d
2
2

sin
 
!h1Hsd1
2
!
cos
 
!h1Hsd1
2
!
sin
 
!h2Hsd2
2
!
cos
 
!h2Hsd2
2
!
= 4
"
d1 cos
 
!h1Hsd1
2
!
sin
 
!h2Hsd2
2
!
+ d2 sin
 
!h1Hsd1
2
!
cos
 
!h2Hsd2
2
!#

"
d1 sin
 
!h1Hsd1
2
!
cos
 
!h2Hsd2
2
!
+ d2 cos
 
!h1Hsd1
2
!
sin
 
!h2Hsd2
2
!#
:
The ratio NUM=DEN is hence
NUM
DEN
=
4 sin

!h1Hsd1
2

sin

!h2Hsd2
2

 4
h
d1 cos

!h2Hsd2
2

sin

!h1Hsd1
2

+ d2 sin

!h2Hsd2
2

cos

!h1Hsd1
2
i
=  1
d1 cot

!h2Hsd2
2

+ d2 cot

!h1Hsd1
2
 :
Substituting this result back into (131) yields
B1 =   !
2H (1h1 + 2h2) (R2  R1)2 d1d2p
i!
h
d1 cot

!h2Hsd2
2

+ d2 cot

!h1Hsd1
2
i :
In terms of average density for one spatial period, the previous equation becomes
 2B1 = 2!
2H2 (R2  R1)2p
i!H
h
N2p
D2
cot

!h2Hsd2
2

+ N1p
D1
cot

!h1Hsd1
2
i ;
and assuming that both layers are lled with the same uid,
 2B1 = 2!
2H2 (R2  R1)2p
i!H
hq
N1
1
cot
q
i!
1N1
h1H
2

+
q
N2
2
cot
q
i!
2N2
h2H
2
i :
Remembering that on the LHS of equation (128) there is e¤ective slowness for both
layers,
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
Sf
2
=

!Hsf
2
= !2H2
1
C
;
an equation for the e¤ective velocity modulus of fast wave is nally found as
1
C
=

1
C

+
2p
i!H
(R1  R2)2q
N1
1
cot
q
i!
1N1
h1H
2
+
q
N2
2
cot
q
i!
2N2
h2H
2
; (132)
where h1 and h2 are volume fractions of the layers 1 and 2. This equation is the
same as the one derived by Norris (1993) who used a di¤erent approach based on the
Floquet theorem for di¤erential equations with periodic coe¢ cients (Brillouin, 1963).
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4 Fractured porous media - dispersion and attenuation
In the previous chapter we have derived equations for equivalent properties, com-
pressional wave dispersion and attenuation in periodically layered poroelastic media.
In this chapter we will use those results to derive attenuation and dispersion in a
porous medium with a periodic set of parallel fractures. A possibility to use results
for layered media to characterize fractured media stems from analogy with the elastic
case. Specically, it has been shown that fractures in elastic media can be adequately
described as thin highly compliant layers (Schoenberg, 1980). This description of frac-
tured media has become known as linear slip theory. To better understand how this
methodology can be extended and applied to porous and fractured rock, we will rst
review it for elastic fractured media.
4.1 Fractured elastic media - constitutive relation
Asymmetric stresses may cause rock to fracture, with such deformations commonly
aligned with the dominant horizontal stress direction. At depth, due to lithostatic
stress, sub-vertical or vertical fractures may open, which are of particular interest
for hydrocarbon exploration because they increase overall permeability of a reservoir.
Open fractures are likely to cause measurable seismic anisotropy, which has been
observed in seismic data (Crampin, 1984). Seismic measurements showing azimuthal
velocity anisotropy conrm the presence of near vertical aligned cracks or fractures.
Vertical fractures of this type will act against the normal trend of depth-porosity
reduction and enable exploration of deeper targets. This important fact attracted
numerous researchers to study wave propagation in fractured rocks. Rigorous analysis
and theoretical models which describe wave propagation in fractured media have
been presented by a number of researchers, see e.g. Schoenberg (1980); Schoenberg
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and Douma (1988); Hudson (1981); Nishizawa (1982); Thomsen (1995). In some of
these studies, fractures are represented as ellipsoidal inclusions with low aspect ratio
(Hudson, 1981; Nishizawa, 1982; Thomsen, 1995). However, real fractures do not
have such dened idealized geometry, along their length they may have many points
of contact and some minerals (calcite or quartz) may be deposited within the fractures
causing sti¤ening. Consequently models of fractures with a xed idealized shape may
not be adequate.
With long wavelength approximation it is possible to describe fracturing in another
phenomenological way. Intuitively it is clear that fractures make rock weaker, softer
or more compliant, so it is logical to describe the qualitative inuence of fractures
through the constitutive relation that changes in the presence of fractures. In other
words, from the point of view of (long) wave propagation it is important to see how
the presence of fractures a¤ects elastic moduli (note that usually we can assume that
density is not a¤ected by fracturing as they have innitesimally small volume but
large surface).
In this manner fractures can be considered as poorly bonded interfaces or thin lay-
ers lled with a material that is more compliant than the background. Schoenberg
(1980) considers fractures either as planes of weakness with non-welded boundary
condition, or as innitely thin and highly compliant (soft) layers. These represen-
tations of fractures, called linear slip interfaces, are equivalent in the low frequency
limit.
Displacements across linear slip interfaces are discontinuous. The linear slip theory
uses linear relationships between the traction acting on interface and this disconti-
nuity in displacement (slip) across the fractures. The slip is determined by the ratio
of the stress on the fracture surface to the fracture specic sti¤ness. An assumption
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of linear slip deformation is that the additional deformation of the background is the
sum of slip across the fractures.
The linear slip model is only valid in the low frequency limit. At low frequencies,
the displacement across a single fracture is relatively small compared to the total
displacement over the wavelength. At higher frequencies, there are fewer fractures
within the wavelength and the displacement across a single fracture is more signif-
icant. In the low frequency limit, the component of stress normal to the fractures,
and the components of strain tangent to the fractures, are assumed to be constant
over the wavelength. At higher frequencies however, seismic wave propagation in a
rock with linear slip interfaces is dispersive, an e¤ect not accounted for by linear slip
theory (Schoenberg and Douma, 1988).
Sayers and Kachanov (1991) showed an elegant way to account for the e¤ect of
fracture "softness" in constitutive relation. If a rock contains fractures, then average
strain over the elementary volume EV can be represented as strain of homogeneous
background (with no fractures) plus additional strain caused by the fractures. Strain
can be related to the average stress by the Hookes law (20) which in compliances
can be written in the form
"ij = sijklkl
where sijkl is the compliance tensor of the medium (inverse of the sti¤ness tensor).
For the fractured medium, assuming innitesimal volume of fractures (but a nite
surface) and low frequency limit (constant stress over the EV), average the strain can
be written as a sum of the strain in the background and fracture
"ij = sijklbkl +
1
V
R
V
"ijfdV:
where sijklb denotes compliance tensor of the background (unfractured) material and
"ijf is additional strain due to the presence of the fractures (Schoenberg and Sayers
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1995 ). The second term on the RHS is transformed into a surface integral according
to Gausss theorem,
1
V
R
V
"ijfdV =
1
2V
Z
V
 
@
@xj
[ui] +
@
@xi
[uj]
!
dV =
1
2V
Z
S
([ui]nj + [uj]ni) dS;
where [ui] = u+i   u i denotes jump (discontinuity) in displacement and nj denotes
xj component of the unit normal to the fracture plane. The assumption of linearity
between this "slip" and stress acting on the interface allows the "fracture compliance
tensor" Z to be introduced as
1
V
Z
Sq
[ui] dS = Zirrsns :
For a set of aligned fractures with the same unit normal ni , which do not interact
with each other, the average strain caused by these fractures is
"ijf =
1
2V
P
q
Z
Sq
([ui]nj + [uj]ni) dS  1
2
(Zirrsnsnj + Zjrrsnsni) =
=
1
2
(Zirrsnsnj + Zjrrsnsni) =
1
2
(Zirnsnj + Zjrnsni)
rksl + rlsk
2
kl;
which allows the compliance matrix associated with the fractures sijklf = "ijfkl to
be rewritten as
sijklf =
1
4
(Ziknlnj + Zjknlni + Zilnknj + Zjlnkni) :
Then, the total compliance of a rock with an aligned fracture set can be written as
sijkl = sijklb + sijklf ;
which can be written in 6x6 matrix representation by analogy with (21) (Hsu and
Schoenberg, 1993b; Schoenberg and Douma, 1988),
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s = sb + sf ; (133)
where sb is the 6x6 compliance matrix of the isotropic background, and sf is the 6x6
excess compliance matrix associated with the fractures. In a rotationally invariant
fracture set, in which the fractures are aligned in the directions normal to the axis
of symmetry x3, there is no coupling between the normal displacement and shear
stresses. The excess compliance associated with the fractures is given by the non-zero
elements of the sf matrix,
sf =
26666666666666666666666666666666664
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 ZN 0 0 0
0 0 0 ZT 0 0
0 0 0 0 ZT 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
37777777777777777777777777777777775
; (134)
where ZN is the excess normal compliance that relates normal displacements to nor-
mal stresses applied in the x3 direction, and ZT is the excess tangential compliance
that relates tangential displacements and stresses in the x2 and x1 directions. The
normal and tangential fracture compliances ZN and ZT implicitly handle the physical
properties of the fractures including geometry, distribution and fracture ll.
The sti¤ness matrix (inverse of compliance matrix) of the isotropic elastic background
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cb = s
 1
b is
cb =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
+ 2   0 0 0
 + 2  0 0 0
  + 2 0 0 0
0 0 0  0 0
0 0 0 0  0
0 0 0 0 0 
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
; (135)
and the corresponding compliance matrix is
sb =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
+
(3+2)
 1
2

(3+2)
 1
2

(3+2)
0 0 0
 1
2

(3+2)
+
(3+2)
 1
2

(3+2)
0 0 0
 1
2

(3+2)
 1
2

(3+2)
+
(3+2)
0 0 0
0 0 0 1

0 0
0 0 0 0 1

0
0 0 0 0 0 1

1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
: (136)
Equations (133) and (134) have been derived above from a purely phenomenological
point of view. Alternatively, we can describe the fractured medium as a horizontally
layered medium with fractures modelled as innitely thin layers made of innitely
soft isotropic material. Consider a periodically layered medium of period H of layers
of two types: thicker layers representing the background (medium 1, elastic constants
b and b; thickness hbH) and thinner layers representing fractures (medium 2, elastic
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constants c  b and c  b; thickness hcH; hc  hb). According to Backus theory
of thinly layered elastic media, (Mavko et al., 1998) for long waves such a medium
will be equivalent to a transversely isotropic (TI) medium with a sti¤ness matrix
c = s 1
c =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
a b f 0 0 0
b a f 0 0 0
f f c 0 0 0
0 0 0 d 0 0
0 0 0 0 d 0
0 0 0 0 0 m
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
; (137)
where
c =

1
L
 1
; f = c
*

L
+
; b =
f 2
c
+
*
2
L
+
; a = b+ h2i ; d =
*
1

+ 1
; m = hi :
(138)
Here brackets hi indicate thickness weighted average of the enclosed properties, e.g.
hqi = hbqb + hcqc. Inverting sti¤ness matrix c of layered medium gives compliance
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matrix s = c 1
s =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
 ca+f2
(a b)( ca cb+2f2)    cb+f
2
(a b)( ca cb+2f2)
f
 ca cb+2f2 0 0 0
   cb+f2
(a b)( ca cb+2f2)
 ca+f2
(a b)( ca cb+2f2)
f
 ca cb+2f2 0 0 0
f
 ca cb+2f2
f
 ca cb+2f2   a+b ca cb+2f2 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
d
0 0
0 0 0 0 1
d
0
0 0 0 0 0 1
m
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
(139)
Calculating e¤ective modulus m (shear velocity modulus parallel to the layering) for
our particular model in the volume fractions limits hb ! 1; hc ! 0;and in the limit
of shear and compressional velocity moduli of the layer representing fracture c !
0; Lc ! 0, gives
m = hi = hbb + hcc  b:
It can be seen here that s66 element of TI compliance matrix is equal to sb66 element of
isotropic compliance matrix (background), so this element is not a¤ected by fractures
(layering) s66 sb66 = 0. Repeating the same procedure for d (shear velocity modulus
normal to the layering) gives
1
d
=
*
1

+
=
hb
b
+
hc
c
 1
b
+ ZT
where we have chosen ratio of hc and c (two quantities which go to zero together)
to be ZT , so, s55   sb55 = ZT . Now we calculate e¤ective modulus c (compressional
velocity modulus normal to the layering) and compare s33 with sb33.
1
c
=

1
L

=
hb
Lb
+
hc
Lc
 1
Lb
+ ZN
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where we have chosen ratio of hc over modulus Lc (two quantities which go to zero
together) to be ZN . Then
c =
Lb
1 + LbZN
:
In order to calculate s33 = (a+ b) = (ca+ cb  2f 2) ; we need to know other e¤ective
moduli which are calculated below
f = c
*

L
+
= c
 
hbb
Lb
+
hcc
Lc
!
 c
 
b
Lb
+ ZNc
!
 cb
Lb
;
(c ! 0 for soft fracture material)
b =
f 2
c
+
*
2
L
+
=
f 2
c
+
 
hb2bb
Lb
+
hc2cc
Lc
!
 c
 
b
Lb
!2
+
2bb
Lb
;
and nally
a = b+ h2i = b+ (lb2b + lc2c)  c
 
b
Lb
!2
+
2bb
Lb
+ 2b = b+ 2b:
It is now easy to show that s33   sb33 = ZN ; and for the rest of the moduli the
di¤erences between TI matrix elements and isotropic matrix elements will be zero.
Summarizing the above results, one can see that the fractured medium modelled as a
limiting case of a layered medium is described by the compliance matrix (134) with
ZN  lim
hc!0
hc
Lc
; and ZT  lim
hc!0
hc
c
;
in the limit of thin layer representing fracture.
In the sti¤ness domain, equation (133) for the sti¤ness matrix corresponding to the
compliance matrix s can be written in the form
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c =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
L

1 


L
2
N


h
1  
L
N
i
(1 N) 0 0 0

h
1  
L
N
i
L

1 


L
2
N

(1 N) 0 0 0
(1 N) (1 N) L(1 N) 0 0 0
0 0 0 (1 T ) 0 0
0 0 0 0 (1 T ) 0
0 0 0 0 0 
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
:
(140)
In equation (140) the e¤ect of fractures is expressed through dimensionless fracture
weaknesses (Hsu and Schoenberg, 1993b; Bakulin et al., 2000):
N =
(+ 2)ZN
1 + (+ 2)ZN
; (141)
T =
ZT
1 + ZT
: (142)
The two non-negative dimensionless fracture weaknesses N andT relate the frac-
ture compliance to the total compliance of the fractured medium, separating the
fracture induced anisotropy from (isotropic) the elastic properties of the background.
The normal fracture weakness N is the component of the strain "33 that is a result
of the normal fracture compliance divided by the total "33. The tangential fracture
weaknessT is the component of total shear compliance that is a result of the vertical
tangential fracture compliance.
Normal and tangential fracture weaknesses,N and T , range from 0 to 1 and char-
acterize the degree of fracturing. The fracture weaknesses are zero for a non-fractured
medium, while a medium with a high degree of fracturing has larger fracture weak-
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nesses close to unity. A non-zero normal fracture weaknessN implies the decreasing
of the P-wave velocity normal to the fractures, while a non-zero tangential fracture
weakness T implies the decreasing of the S-wave velocity across the fractures.
As described in Chapter 2.1.3, although general TI media are dened by ve inde-
pendent elastic parameters (c11; c33; c13; c66; c55 = c44), the elastic properties of an
isotropic medium with rotationally invariant parallel fractures is fully described by
four parameters: two elastic constants of the host medium  and , and two excess
compliances ZN and ZT . Consequently, the sti¤ness matrix c represents a special case
of the general compliance matrix for a TI medium in that the ve elastic constants
are not independent but are related by (Schoenberg and Sayers, 1995):
c11c33   (c13)2 = 2c66(c33 + c13) : (143)
4.2 Fractures in poroelastic media
4.2.1 Geometry of the model
We model a porous medium with aligned fractures as a periodic (with spatial period
H) horizontally stratied system of relatively thick layers of a nite-porosity back-
ground material alternating with relatively thin layers of a high-porosity material
composing the fractures, Figure 1. The background material is specied by porosity
b, permeability b, dry (drained) bulk modulus Kb, shear modulus b and thickness
fraction hb so that the thickness of a background layer is hbH (hb is assumed to be close
to 1). The material comprising the fractures is specied by porosity c, permeability
c, dry bulk modulus Kc, shear modulus c and thickness fraction hc = 1 hb  1 so
that the thickness of a fracture is hcH. Both background and fractures are assumed to
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Fig. 1. Poroelastic medium of a nite-porosity material of type b (background) and thin
layers of a high-porosity material of type c.
be made of the same isotropic grain material with bulk modulus Kg, shear modulus
g and density g, and to be saturated with the same uid with bulk modulus Kf ,
density f and dynamic viscosity . The aim of this section is to compute frequency
dependent elastic wave velocities in such a system of layers in the limit hc ! 0 and
c ! 1.
Propagation of elastic waves in such a periodically layered and porous medium has
been studied in Chapter 3. The results of Chapter 3 can now be used to relate overall
elastic properties of the layered system to the properties of the background and
fracture media. The properties of the fractured medium can then be established by
taking the small fracture thickness limit hc ! 0. The contribution of the fractures can
only be signicant in this limit if at the same time Kc ! 0, which is always the case
when c ! 1. To understand the relationship between di¤erent fracture parameters
and to relate those parameters to the commonly used fracture properties, we rst
consider the dry fractured medium.
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4.2.2 Dry fractured porous rock
When the stratied medium is dry (Kf = f = 0), the layers behave as ideal elastic
isotropic solids. Note that Lamé parameter  is such that  + 2 = K + 4=3  L,
and it is convenient for equivalent medium theory to dene
  
L
: (144)
Physically,  is the square of the ratio of shear wave speed to compressional wave
speed, and as such it is always between 0 and 3/4 (and for positive Poisson ratio
media, between 0 and 1/2). In the long wavelength limit, the system of horizontal
layers perpendicular to x3 axis is equivalent to a transversely isotropic elastic solid
with sti¤ness matrix given by equations (137) and (138), which can be written in the
form
cdry =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
(1 2hi)2
h1=Li + 4 hi   4 hi (1 2hi)
2
h1=Li + 2 hi   4 hi 1 2hih1=Li 0 0 0
(1 2hi)2
h1=Li + 2 hi   4 hi (1 2hi)
2
h1=Li + 4 hi   4 hi 1 2hih1=Li 0 0 0
1 2hi
h1=Li
1 2hi
h1=Li
1
h1=Li 0 0 0
0 0 0 1h1=i 0 0
0 0 0 0 1h1=i 0
0 0 0 0 0 hi
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
(145)
where brackets hi indicate the thickness weighted average of the enclosed property,
i.e. hqi = hbqb + hcqc = (1  hc)qb + hcqc. Inversion of sti¤ness matrix cdry yields the
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compliance matrix sdry =

cdry
 1
sdry =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
1 hi=hi
3hi 4hi   1 2hi=hi2(3hi 4hi)   1 2hi2(3hi 4hi) 0 0 0
  1 2hi=hi
2(3hi 4hi)
1 hi=hi
3hi 4hi   1 2hi2(3hi 4hi) 0 0 0
  1 2hi
2(3hi 4hi)   1 2hi2(3hi 4hi)
D
1
L
E
+ (1 2hi)
2
3hi 4hi 0 0 0
0 0 0
D
1

E
0 0
0 0 0 0
D
1

E
0
0 0 0 0 0 1hi
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
: (146)
Taking the limit hc ! 0 while c; Lc ! 0 (with the ratio between them c remaining
constant) gives the following results:
hi!b ; hi ! b ; hi ! bb ;*
1

+
! 1
b
+ lim
hc!0
hc
c
;

1
L

! 1
Lb
+ lim
hc!0
hc
Lc
:
Substituting these results into equation (146), while noting that Eb (the dynamic
Youngs modulus) and b (the dynamic Poissons ratio) of the background medium
are given in terms of b and b by
Eb =
3  4b
1  b
b; b =
1
2
  b
1  b
;
yields the compliance matrix of the dry fractured porous medium,
sdry  sdryb + sdryc (147)
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where sdryb is compliance matrix of the dry background material,
sdryb =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
1
Eb
  b
Eb
  b
Eb
0 0 0
  b
Eb
1
Eb
  b
Eb
0 0 0
  b
Eb
  b
Eb
1
Eb
0 0 0
0 0 0 1
b
0 0
0 0 0 0 1
b
0
0 0 0 0 0 1
b
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
(148)
and the second matrix, sdryc , is the excess compliance due to the dry fractures,
sdryc = lim
hc!0
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 hc
Lc
0 0 0
0 0 0 hc
c
0 0
0 0 0 0 hc
c
0
0 0 0 0 0 0
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
:
Equation (147) is equivalent to the equation (133) for the compliance matrix of a
fractured medium as given by linear slip deformation theory (Schoenberg and Douma,
1988; Schoenberg and Sayers, 1995), which stipulates that the compliance of an elastic
medium with aligned rotationally symmetric (on average) fractures can be written as
a sum of the compliance matrix of the background plus an excess compliance given
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by
se =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 ZN 0 0 0
0 0 0 ZT 0 0
0 0 0 0 ZT 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
(149)
Equivalence between sdryc and se can be established by assuming that shear modulus
c and longitudinal modulus Kc + 4c=3 are O(hc) as hc ! 0, and by dening
lim
hc!0
hc
Lc
 ZN ; lim
hc!0
hc
c
 ZT : (150)
Equations (150) mean that the fractures in the dry porous background are modelled
as very thin and very soft porous layers. The "softness" of the thin layer can be
expressed through the parameter ~L  1=ZN
Lc = ~Lhc ; (151)
showing that dry modulus of fracture skeleton Lc ! 0; as hc ! 0. Using equa-
tions (150), the solutions of Biots equations of poroelasticity for the uid-saturated
medium can be related to the excess fracture compliances ZN and ZT (Schoenberg
and Sayers, 1995). These excess compliances can in turn be related to fracture density
and aspect ratio for penny-shaped cracks (Schoenberg and Douma, 1988).
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4.2.3 Fluid saturated fractured porous medium - asymptotic solution for the thin
layer
In chapter 3, we have derived an expression for the compressional wave modulus csat33 of
a periodically layered uid-saturated porous medium composed of two constituents,
b and c;
1
csat33
=

1
C

+
2p
i!H

bMb
Cb
  cMc
Cc
2q
Nb
b
cot
q
i!
bNb
hbH
2
+
q
Nc
c
cot
q
i!
cNc
hcH
2
; (152)
where N for each layer is given by
1
N
=
C
ML
=
1
M
+
2
L
: (153)
Equation (152) is valid in the low frequency range, namely for frequencies much
smaller than Biots characteristic frequency !B = =f , and also much smaller
than the resonant frequency of the layering !R = Vp=H. Physically, the quantity
N=  D in the denominator of the right hand side of equation (152) for each layer,
is the di¤usion coe¢ cient appearing in the dispersion relation for Biots slow wave,
as discussed in Chapter 3.
The e¤ective P-wave modulus of the fractured porous medium can now be obtained
by taking the limit hc ! 0 and setting hb to 1 in equation (152), while at the same
time assuming Lc and c (and hence Kc) are O(hc) as was done for the dry fractures.
Note that this implies c ! 1 and
lim
hc!0
Cc = lim
hc!0
Mc =
1
1 c
Kg
+ c
Kf
; (154)
a nite value (close to Kf=c if c is not small and Kg  Kf), as hc ! 0. From
equation (154) Mc=Cc ! 1, implying cMc=Cc ! 1 and Nc ! Lc, so that Nc is also
O(hc). From (151) we can then write
Nc = ~Lhc ; (155)
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which describes softness of the saturated fractures. In this limit, the rst term of
the right hand side of equation (152) becomes the high frequency (no uid ow)
background modulus 
1
C

! 1
Cb
:
The nominator in second term of equation (152) denes magnitude of di¤erence in
induced pore pressures between layers, which is the driving force for uid di¤usion.
The corresponding P-wave velocity along the symmetry axis x3 is given by
Vp3 =
vuutcsat33
b
; (156)
where b = g(1   b) + fb is mass density of the uid-saturated background
material. This velocity is complex and frequency dependent, indicating the presence
of frequency dependent attenuation and velocity dispersion.
Taking into account the limit hc ! 0 discussed above, equation (152) can be rewritten
as
1
csat33
=
1
Cb
+
(Rb   1)2q
i!Nb
b
H
2
cot
q
i!
bNb
H
2
+
q
i!Nc
c
H
2
cot
q
i!
cNc
H
2
hc
: (157)
We can now analyze the second (fracture) term in the denominator, which is the
only one depending on fracture "thickness" and fracture permeability. Dependence of
permeability on thickness produces three di¤erent cases: fracture permeability much
higher then permeability of the background, fracture permeability much lower then
permeability of the background, and constant fracture permeability (independent of
fracture thickness).
4.2.4 Permeability of fracture material is higher than in the background
Similarly to how proportionality constant ~L was introduced in equation (155) to
describe the softness of the fracture layer, for highly permeable fractures we can
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write
c =
~
hc
; (158)
so as hc ! 0, fracture permeability c increases. Using relations (158) and (155), the
second term in denominator of equation (157) can be rewritten in this limit as
s
i! ~L
~
H
2
hc cot
s
i!
~~L
H
2
hc = ~L
s
i!
~~L
H
2
hc cot
s
i!
~~L
H
2
hc ! ~L :
Thus as hc ! 0, the argument of the trigonometric cotangent function relating
to the fracture material is O(hc). Using the property of the cotangent function
limx!0 cotx = 1=x gives ~L as the limiting value for the second term for all frequencies
of interest. Then equation (157) is
1
csat33
=
1
Cb
+
(Rb   1)2q
i!Nb
b
H
2
cot
q
i!
bNb
H
2
+ ~L
; (159)
where using equations (150) and (141) for ~L gives
~L =
1
ZN
=
Lb (1 N)
N
: (160)
Here we have used the denition of ZN from equations (150). Note that
q
2bNb=!
in the argument of the cotangent in equation (159) corresponds to uid di¤usion
length in the background medium. Di¤usion coe¢ cient in fractures Dc = cNc=
remains independent of hc and cancels out, so that attenuation and dispersion for open
highly permeable fractures is controlled by the di¤usion length of the background and
fracture weakness N .
Equation (159) gives the P-wave modulus for waves propagating normal to fractures
as a function of frequency, background properties and normal fracture compliance
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ZN .
The results presented in this section are valid for the same frequency range as the
original equation (152), i.e. for frequencies that satisfy the conditions !  !B, which
implies that the frequencies are su¢ ciently low that uid ow in pore channels is
Poiseuille ow, and !  !R, which implies that the e¤ective medium approximation
is still valid and that without uid ow the e¤ective elastic moduli of the system
would be given by Backus averaging.
It is important to note that, according to equation (152) within the conditions ! 
min(!B; !R), the wave velocity and attenuation will be frequency dependent due to
the uid ow between the fractures and the background (or between di¤erent layers).
Consequently, under these conditions low and high frequencies can still be dened
with respect to uid ow. Low frequencies are those when pressure has enough time
to equilibrate between layers within the wave cycle. This occurs when the di¤usion
length
q
2Db=! (or wavelength of Biots slow wave) is much larger than the spatial
period H,
!  Db=H2 :
High frequencies are those much higher than Db=H2 but still smaller than both !B
and !R. In the next section, these results are analyzed in the limiting cases of low
and high frequencies.
As can be seen from above, the normal elastic sti¤nesses of the fractured medium
can be very di¤erent for low and high frequencies. For instance, the P-wave modulus
along the symmetry axis is given by equation (197) for low frequencies, while for high
frequencies it is equal to Cb. This means that the sti¤ness matrix and corresponding
elastic wave velocities are frequency dependent. Introducing dimensionless fracture
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weakness N (Hsu and Schoenberg, 1993a) dened as
N  ZNLb
1 + ZNLb
;
the frequency dependence of P-wave modulus along the symmetry axis, given by
equation (159), can be written in the form
1
csat33
=
1
Cb
+
N

bMb
Cb
  1
2
Lb
h
1 N +N
p
i
cot

Cb
Mb
p
i

i ; (161)
where 
 is a normalized frequency given by

 = !
H2Nb
4bL2b
= !
H2Mb
4bCbLb
: (162)
Equation (161) can be used to evaluate the frequency dependence of the P-wave phase
slowness and attenuation for waves propagating perpendicular to the fractures. The
P-wave phase slowness is the real part of the complex phase slowness V  1p3 , where Vp3
is given by equation (156)
Vp =
h
Re

V  1p3
i 1
;
and the attenuation Q 1 is given by half the ratio of the real part of the complex
phase slowness to the imaginary part of the complex phase slowness
Q 1 = 2Vp Im

V  1p3

:
Figure 2 shows this P-wave velocity normalized by the high-frequency velocity V highp =q
c33high=, which is real (quasi-elastic case) because frequency is high enough to
prevent uid ow (c33high is given by equation (200)). Figure 3 shows dimensionless
attenuation Q 1 as a function of normalized frequency 
. Both gures are for a water
saturated, porous quartz grained sandstone (Kg = 37 GPa, g = 44 GPa, g = 2:65
gcm 1) with dry fracture weakness N = 0:05 and di¤erent background porosity
levels. Figures 4 and 5 show the results for the same rock but with higher fracture
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Fig. 2. Normalized P-wave velocity vs circular frequency in fractured sandstone lled with
water. Fracture weakness is xed N = 0:05 and porosity changes from 0.001% up to 30%.
weakness N = 0:2. The dependency of dry background bulk and shear moduli on
porosity was assumed to follow the empirical model of Krief et al. (1990)
Kb
Kg
=
b
g
= (1  )3=(1 ) : (163)
Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 show that velocity dispersion and attenuation have a shape
typical for relaxation phenomena. For a given N , both attenuation and dispersion
increase sharply with porosity up to a few per cent porosity, and have almost identical
shapes for porosities higher than 10%. For zero porosity there is no attenuation as
expected because there is no uid ow.
The results for di¤erent values of N are shown in more detail in Figures 6 and 7
for a typical reservoir background porosity of 20%. As expected, the dispersion and
attenuation are proportional to the fracture weakness N . The normalized frequency
for peak attenuation decreases with increasing fracture weakness N . It is also noted
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Fig. 3. Attenuation vs circular frequency in fractured sandstone lled with water, with frac-
ture weakness N = 0:05 and porosity ranging from 0.001% up to 30%.
Fig. 4. Normalized P-wave velocity vs circular frequency in sandstone lled with water.
Fracture weakness is xed N = 0:2 and porosity changes from 0.001% up to 30%.
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Fig. 5. Attenuation vs circular frequency in fractured sandstone lled with water, with frac-
ture weakness N = 0:2 and porosity ranging from 0.001% up to 30%.
that dispersion and attenuation are signicant over a frequency range that spans at
least two orders of magnitude.
In order to see the asymptotic dependence of attenuation on frequency, log(Q 1) is
plotted versus log! in Figure 8.
In the high frequency limit the dependence of attenuation is O(! 1=2). In low fre-
quency limit attenuation is proportional to frequency ! as expected. On the curve
(marked with diamonds) for the case of lower fracture weakness, which intuitively
corresponds to "thinner" fractures, we can clearly observe the transitional part of
the curve proportional to !1=2. Points P and M dene crossover frequencies, which
separate the curve into three regions with asymptotes given by ! to the power of
1; 1=2; 1=2 respectively.
We will give now one possible interpretation of Figure 8. When we solved eigenvalue
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Fig. 6. Normalized P-wave velocity vs circular frequency in fractured sandstone lled with
water. Porosity is xed  = 0:2 and fracture weakness N changes from 0.05 up to 0.2.
Fig. 7. Attenuation vs circular frequency in fractured sandstone lled with water, with poros-
ity  = 0:2 and fracture weakness N in range from 0.05 up to 0.2.
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Fig. 8. Log-log plot of attenuation versus circular frequency for the same material, with
porosity  = 0:2 and fracture weakness N in range from 0.05 up to 0.2. Three di¤erent
asymptotic parts of the attenuation curves are observed.
problem for the equivalent propagator matrix exp ( i!HQ) (for two layers together)
in equations (86) (88) and (121), we have assumed implicitly that equivalent slow-
ness of the Biots slow wave sd is a result of the interference between slownesses of
each layer sd1 and sd2. We can consider a system of two layers with di¤erent compli-
ances and extremely di¤erent thicknesses under the normal loading (caused by the
incident wave) as two "di¤usional resonators" connected together. In Figure 8 they
are represented by curves b and c. Although each layer alone does not produce any
attenuation (because the layer is homogeneous), when connected together, attenua-
tion takes place because a pore pressure gradient across the interface will be induced
according to equation (117). To equilibrate pressure, uid ow will occur between the
background and fractures. This process is described by the di¤usion equation with
di¤usion coe¢ cients Db and Dc for the background and fracture respectively. The
condition of "di¤usional resonance" for each layer is given by the equality of di¤usion
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length and half-thickness of the layer. The sum of these two resonant curves b and c
will give the total attenuation curve for a given fracture weakness (in particular the
case shown on Figure 8 marked with diamond) as a result of interference.
Apart from this intuitive interpretation, it would be instructive to derive analytical
expressions for the crossover frequencies (points P andM) in order to investigate their
dependence on fracture weakness. To do this we need to nd asymptotic solution for
imaginary parts of velocities normalized by the same real part from equation (161)
and then equate expressions for real circular frequency to get values for the crossover
frequency.
We can get the low-frequency asymptote by taking the zero frequency limit in equa-
tion (161)
Im
Cb
csat33
= Im
0@1 + Cb (Rb   1)2
Lb
1
1
N
  1 +pi
cot

Cb
Mb
p
i


1A ;
Keep multiplier Cb (Rb   1)2 =Lb in mind as we will suppress it in the following deriva-
tions. Using the expansion for cotx for small x gives
Im
1
1
N
  1 +pi
Mb
Cb
1p
i


1  i
Cb
3Mb
 = Im 1
1
N
  1 + Mb
Cb

  i
Cb
3Mb
= Im
1
B
1
1  i 
Cb
3MbB
 Im 1
B

1 + i

Cb
3MbB

=

Cb
3MbB2
;
where B = (1=N +Mb=Cb   1). Finally inserting the multiplier back into the equa-
tion
Im
1
csat33
=

Cb (Rb   1)2
3MbLb (1=N +Mb=Cb   1)2
: (164)
We see that the imaginary part of the modulus, and hence Q 1; is proportional to 
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or !:
To nd that the "middle" asymptote, rst take the approximation for small N in
equation (161), and then take the limit as frequency goes to zero. For small N we
have
Im
Cb
csat33
Lb
Cb (Rb   1)2
= Im
N
1 
h
N +N
p
i
cot

Cb
Mb
p
i

i
= Im
N
1 N +NF  ImN (1 +N  NF ) = Im
2
NF =
2
N ImF : (165)
Now we calculate ImF , where F =
p
i
cot Cb
Mb
p
i
. Representing cotangent of com-
plex argument in exponential form we get
ImF =Im
p
i
i
exp i Cb
Mb
p
i
 + exp i Cb
Mb
p
i

exp i Cb
Mb
p
i
  exp i Cb
Mb
p
i

=
= Im
i+ 1p
2
i
p


exp i (i+ 1) Cb
p


Mb
p
2
+ exp i (i+ 1) Cb
p


Mb
p
2
exp i (i+ 1) Cb
p


Mb
p
2
  exp i (i+ 1) Cb
p


Mb
p
2
=
=Im (i  1)
p

p
2
(cosP coshP   i sinP sinhP )2
cos2 P cosh2 P + sin2 P sinh2 P
=
=
p



cos2 P cosh2 P   sin2 P sinh2 P + 2 cosP coshP sinP sinhP

2

cos2 P cosh2 P + sin2 P sinh2 P
 ;(166)
where P = Cb
p


Mb
p
2
. As P ! 0 and p
! 0; the result from previous equation (166) is
approximated by
p


2

1 +O(P 2)

:
Substitution of ImF into equation (165), gives
Im
1
csat33
=2N
p


2
(Rb   1)2
Lb
: (167)
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Equation shows that in the limit of small fracture thickness Q 1 is proportional to
!1=2 as can be seen in Figure 8 (summation of curves b and c).
Equating right hand sides of equations (164) and (167)
2N
p


2
(Rb   1)2
Lb
=

Cb (Rb   1)2
3MbLbB2
;
yields
2N
3MbB
2
2Cb
=
p

 :
Substituting B2  1=2N gives crossover frequency 
P for points Pi:

P =

3Mb
2Cb
2
: (168)
Crossover frequency which positions point P for di¤erentN on Figure 8 is constant,
which means that the position of point P on the frequency axis depends only on
di¤usion length of background medium. This is logical since, as we already noted, the
di¤usion length in fracture for a given frequency is independent of volume fraction of
fracture (that is small anyway), so for low frequencies resonance is dominated by the
background.
To see what is the corresponding ! for the crossover frequency given by equation
(168), from equation (162) for normalized frequency we can write
9M2b
4C2b
= !
H2Mb
4bCbLb
) ! = 9MbLbb
H2Cb
=
9Db
H2
: (169)
If it was possible for the resonator representing the background to exist alone, its
di¤usional resonant frequency would be dened by the equality of di¤usion length
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Fig. 9. Di¤usion lengths versus circular frequency for the same material with porosity
 = 0:2, unity fracture distance and fractufracture weakness N in range from 0.05 up
to 0.2.
and its half-thickness so that
s
2Db
!
=
H
2
) ! = 8Db
H2
;
which is very close to the crossover frequency in equation (169). Numerical results for
the di¤usion length of the background medium of unit length (spatial period) shown
in Figure 9 conrm this fact.
In a similar way, the high frequency asymptote can be obtained. Writing the cotangent
in exponential form gives
Im
Cb
csat33
Lb
Cb (Rb   1)2
= Im
1
1
N
  1 +pi
i expP exp iP  expP exp iP
;
and when P !1, we get
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Im
1
1
N
  1  i 1p
2
p


= Im
1
1
N
  1 +
p

p
2
  i
p

p
2
= Im

1
N
  1 
p

p
2

+ i
p

p
2
1
N
  1 
p

p
2
2
+ 

2
 1p
2

;
so nally
Im
1
csat33
=
(Rb   1)2p
2
Lb
: (170)
Thus in the high frequencies Q 1 is proportional to ! 1=2 .
Equating right hand sides of equations (170) and (167) gives the second crossover
frequency 
M for the maxima (points Mi)
(Rb   1)2p
2
Lb
=2N
p


2
(Rb   1)2
Lb
) 1p
2

=2N
p


2
; (171)

M =
p
2
2N
: (172)
Substituting equation (172) into equation (171), shows that the magnitude of maximal
attenuation is proportional to N
Q 1 =
1r
2
p
2
2N
=
N
23=4
:
This fact can be conrmed numerically. Introduce another normalized frequency 
0

0 = 
2N = !
H2Mb
2
N
4bCbLb
; (173)
then from equation (161) we get,
1
csat33
=
1
Cb
+
N

bMb
Cb
  1
2
Lb
h
1 N +
p
i
0 cot

Cb
NMb
p
i
0
i : (174)
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Fig. 10. Attenuation vs circular frequency 
0 in fractured sandstone lled with water, with
porosity  = 0:2 and fracture weakness N in range from 0.05 up to 0.2.
Figure 10 shows attenuation versus 
0. The maximal attenuation is at the zero po-
sition on logaritmic scale and for constant steps of changing N the maxima are
equidistant. Thus by measuring the magnitude of attenuation we can estimate some
of the parameters like permeability of the background or fracture weakness.
Rewriting equation (172) in real circular frequency for the maximum gives
!M
H2Mb
4bCbLb
=
p
2
2N
) !M =
p
24bCbLb
2NH
2Mb
=
4
p
2Db
H2

Cb
MbN
2
;
and substituting N from equation (160) for small N gives
1
ZN
=
Lc
hc
=
Lb
N
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!M =
4
p
2Db
H2

CbLc
MbLbhc
2
=
4
p
2Db
N2b

Lc
hcH
2
;
where hcH is the thickness of the fracture. For the unit spatial period H, thickness of
the background is of the order O(1 hc) while thickness of the fracture is of the order
O(hc). Therefore, the frequency for peak attenuation corresponding to points Mi is
dominated by resonance in the fracture (curve c), because the attenuation curve of
the background b (see Figure 8 is monotonically decreasing in this frequency range.
The magnitude of the attenuation is dened by both di¤usion lengths, meaning that
the di¤usion length of the background shows the depth of penetration of the uid into
the background while the di¤usion length of the fracture shows the depth in fracture
uid can penetrate. Combination these two conditions creates the maximum.
4.2.5 Permeability of fracture material is lower than in the background
In this case (opposite to the previous one), we still assume that the fracture is made
of soft material so that relation (155) holds. Let however the fracture permeability
be now a di¤erent function of hc:
c = ~hc; (175)
where ~ is an estimator for fracture permeability, so as hc ! 0, fracture permeability
c decreases and becomes lower than permeability of background, which is taken to
be b = 10 13m2 for modeling purposes. Using relations (158) and (155), the second
term in denominator of equation (157) can be rewritten as
s
i!Nc
c
H
2
cot
s
i!
cNc
H
2
hc =
s
i! ~L
~
H
2
cot
s
i!
~~L
H
2
= ~L
s
i!
~~L
H
2
cot
s
i!
~~L
H
2
:
(176)
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Here note that hc is no longer a factor in the argument of the cotangent so the
argument is small only for frequencies much lower than in the previous case although
the limit of the expression (176) is also ~L when
tan
s
i!
~~L
H
2
! 0 :
Figures 11 and 12 show the dispersion and the comparison of frequency peaks between
high and low permeability of fractures of the same softness. Curve "hp" denotes case
when the permeability of fractures is of the same order of magnitude as that of the
background, while curves "lp2" and "lp1" denote cases of fracture permeability being
lower than that of the background by one and two order of magnitudes, respectively.
There is strong shift of the maximum of attenuation towards lower frequencies for less
and less permeable fractures. The di¤usion coe¢ cient in the fracture Dc = cNc= is
then of the order O(h2c) so it is necessary to go to
p
! very small in order to have a
peak of attenuation. This case is only for very low fracture permeability. This case
also conrms the fact that the maximum is dominated by the di¤usion length of
the fracture, because whatever the di¤usion length of the background, conservation
of mass of uid moving across the interface must be satised, so amount of uid
which can ow and produce attenuation is given by the di¤usion length of fracture
(Dc < Db).
4.2.6 Permeability of fractures is independent of hc
In this case relation (155) is also valid. Fracture permeability is independent of hc,
so as hc ! 0, fracture permeability c remains the same. Using relation (155), the
second term in the denominator of equation (157) can be rewritten as
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Fig. 11. Normalized P-wave velocity vs circular frequency for di¤erent fracture permeability
(curve "hp" denotes case when the permeability of fractures is of the same order of mag-
nitude as that of the background, while curves "lp2" and "lp1" denote cases of fracture
permeability being lower than that of the background by one and two order of magnitudes,
respectively.
s
i!Nc
c
H
2
cot
s
i!
cNc
H
2
hc = ~L
s
i!
c ~L
H
2
q
hc cot
s
i!
c ~L
H
2
q
hc : (177)
As
p
hc ! 0 (instead of hc ! 0 like in the rst case), the argument of the trigonomet-
ric cotangent function becomes small enough to give the same limiting value for the
second term ~L. This case has to be investigated carefully to see at which frequency
limit ~L will be reached. In order to demonstrate frequency behavior we will show
graphs of varying fracture permeability and hc. The limit of the expression (177) is
also ~L but is reached only at much smaller frequencies when
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Fig. 12. Attenuation vs circular frequency for di¤erent fracture permeability (curve "hp"
denotes case when the permeability of fractures is of the same order of magnitude as that
of the background, while curves "lp2" and "lp1" denote cases of fracture permeability being
lower than that of the background by one and two order of magnitudes, respectively.
tan
s
i!
c ~L
H
2
q
hc ! 0 :
The di¤usion coe¢ cient in the fracture Dc = cNc= is then of the order O(hc). In
this case fracture permeability can be higher or lower than the permeability of the
background, and the attenuation peak occurs at di¤erent frequencies. The attenuation
mechanism is explained by the ratio of the di¤usion length and fracture "thickness".
Figures 13 and 14 show dispersion curves and the comparison in attenuation peak
between high and low permeability of fractures of the same softness.
Figures 15 and 16 show dispersion curves and the attenuation peak for the fractures
of same permeability but di¤erent thickness. Here we see how much attenuation peak
is a¤ected by the ratio of di¤usion length and thickness of fracture. In Figure 17
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Fig. 13. Normalized P-wave velocity vs circular frequency for the constant fracture thickness
hc = 0:01hb and varying fracture permeability c.
Fig. 14. Attenuation curves for the constant fracture thickness hc = 0:01hb and varying
fracture permeability c with respect to constant background permeability b.
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Fig. 15. Normalized P-wave velocity vs circular frequency for the constant fracture perme-
ability c = 0:01b and varying fracture thickness hc.
Fig. 16. Attenuation vs frequecny for the constant fracture permeability c = 0:01b and
varying fracture thickness hc.
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Fig. 17. Bilogarithmic plot of attenuation vs frequency for the constant fracture permeability
c = 0:01b and varying fracture thickness hc.
the separation of background and fracture parts of the attenuation curves is shown,
and as fracture thickness decreases, this separation becomes stronger and transitional
part of the curve where attenuation scales with !1=2 is more apparent.
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5 Fractured porous media - low and high frequency moduli
5.1 Iso-stress moduli for layered media
In this section we will derive low frequency moduli without referring to the frequency
dependent solution, but directly from iso-stress condition in z direction (Norris, 1993).
Again, using denitions of P-wave moduli for dry L saturated modulus Ls = C
respectively,
L = + 2 = K +
4
3
; Ls = C = s + 2 = Ks +
4
3
;
and the relation between them (Gassmann relation):
Ks = K + 
2M; C = L+ 2M (178)
we can rewrite constitutive relations (57) in the following form:
 = (L+ 2M)"  M

p
M
+ "

I = L"  pI; (179)
where L is the sti¤ness tensor for the dry rock. Note here that shear modulus  is
not a¤ected by uid, so dry and saturated shear moduli are equal.
Low frequency limit means that pore pressure is constant (there is enough time for
pressure to equilibrate throughout the stack) and average increase of uid in stack is
zero
p = const; hi = 0 :
Therefore, by averaging constitutive relations (179) over the stack of layers we get:
0= hi = h"i+
D
M 1
E
p;
=L"+ 
D
M 1
E 1 h"i I (180)
Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter 3, in a horizontally stratied medium with x3 =
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z being axis of symmetry, the displacements u1; u2; u3 and stresses 13; 23; 33 are
continuous across the interfaces. Recalling the linear relationship (5) between stain
and displacement, we note that variables ("11; "22; "12; 13; 23; 33) are constant across
the interfaces. Thus we can express a set of "jumping" variables (those which can
change on the interface) ("33; "13; "23; 11; 22; 12) as a function of "constant" vari-
ables ("11; "22; "12; 13; 23; 33) ; then we will average these "jumping" variables. First,
we can nd "33 from equation (179):
33 = c31"11 + c32"22 + c33"33   p = ("11 + "22) + (+ 2)"33   p
"33 =
1
L
[33   ("11 + "22) + p]
Expressing  in terms of "constants":
=
p
M
+ ("11 + "22) +

L
[33   ("11 + "22) + p]
=("11 + "22)
 
1  
L
!
+

L
33 + p
"
1
M
  
2
L
#
then using identities:
1  
L
=
L  
L
=
+ 2  
L
=
2
L
 can be rewritten as:
 = 2

L
("11 + "22) +

L
33 +
 
1
M
  
2
L
!
p:
Averaging through layers and applying the low-frequency condition hi = 0, we get:
0 = hi =

2

L

("11 + "22) +


L

33 +
*
1
M
+
2
L
+
p
Expressing p as a function of "constants" we have
p =  A("11 + "22) B33 (181)
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where
A =
*
1
M
+
2
L
+ 1 
2

L

; B =
*
1
M
+
2
L
+ 1 

L

: (182a)
Substituting p from (181) into (179) we can obtain the vector of the "jumping"
variables as a linear function of the continuous variables.
Focusing our attention on compressional wave only, we can reduce the set of "con-
stant" variables to ("11; "22; 33). First, calculating 11 in terms of ("11; "22; 33) for
any isotropic layer, we get
11 = (+ 2) "11+"22+"33 p = (+ 2) "11+"22+"33+A"11+A"22+B33
11=
1
+ 2
h
(+ 2)2 + (+ 2)A  2   A
i
"11 +
+
1
+ 2
h
 (+ 2) + (+ 2)A  2   A
i
"22 +
+
1
+ 2
[(+ 2)B +   B]33;
so that:
11 =
1
+ 2
[2 (2+ 2+ A) "11 + 2 (+ A) "22 + (+ 2B)33] : (183)
In the same way expressions for 22 and "33 can be calculated:
22 =
1
+ 2
[2 (+ A) "11 + 2 (2+ 2+ A) "22 + (+ 2B)33] ; (184)
"33 =
1
L
[  (+ A) "11   (+ A) "22 + (1  B)33] (185)
Combining the last three expressions yields266666666666664
11
22
"33
377777777777775
=
1
+ 2
266666666666664
2(2+ 2+ A) 2(+ A) + 2B
2(+ A) 2(2+ 2+ A) + 2B
 (+ A)  (+ A) 1  B
377777777777775
266666666666664
"11
"22
33
377777777777775
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From this expression we will be able to calculate e¤ective elastic moduli. Solving
equation (185) for 33; we can write
33 =
+ A
1  B ("11 + "22) +
L
1  B"33 =
+ A
L
L
1  B ("11 + "22) +
L
1  B"33;
or
1  B
L
33 =
+ A
L
("11 + "22) + "33:
Averaging through all layers whilst keeping in mind that "11; "22; and 33 are con-
tinuous, we have

1  B
L

33 =
*
+ A
L
+
("11 + "22) + h"33i
33 =
*
+ A
L
+
1  B
L
 1
("11 + "22) +

1  B
L
 1
h"33i (186)
Equation (186) is our rst stress-average strain relation for the layered porous medium.
Comparison with the general sti¤ness matrix for a TI medium yields low frequency
equivalent elastic moduli csat330 and c
sat
130
(with subscript 0 indicating low frequency
limit).
csat330 =

1  B
L
 1
(187)
csat130 = c
sat
330
*
+ A
L
+
(188)
In order to calculate csat110, we average (183):
h11i =
*
2 (2+ 2+ A)
L
+
"11 +
*
2 (+ A)
L
+
"22 +
*
+ 2B
L
+
33
=
*
2 (2+ 2+ A)
L
+
"11 +
*
+ 2B
L
+
csat130"11+
+
*
2 (+ A)
L
+
"22 +
*
+ 2B
L
+
csat130"22 +
*
+ 2B
L
+
csat330 h"33i (189)
Taking just coe¢ cients connected with "11 in (189), we have:
*
2 (2+ 2+ A)
L
+
=
*
2 (+ A+ L)
L
+
=
*
2 (+ A)
L
+
+ h2i
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*
+ 2B
L
+
csat130 = c
sat
130
"*

L
+
+

2
L

B
#
: (190)
From equations (182a), the relation between quantities A and B is
B =
*
1
M
+
2
L
+ 1 

L

= A
D

L
E
D
2
L
E ; 2
L

B = A


L

;
which we substitute in equation (190) to get
*
+ 2B
L
+
csat130 = c
sat
130
"*

L
+
+


L

A
#
= csat130
*
+ A
L
+
=

csat130
2
csat330
;
and nally
csat110 =

csat130
2
csat330
+
*
2 (+ A)
L
+
+ h2i (191)
Similarly, taking just coe¢ cients connected with "22 in equation (189), we get the
remaining sti¤ness coe¢ cient:
csat120 =

csat130
2
csat330
+
*
2 (+ A)
L
+
(192)
Equations (187), (188), (191), and (192) give the e¤ective sti¤ness coe¢ cients which
are needed to fully describe compressional wave propagation in the layered medium
in the low-frequency limit.
In order to compare the results of this section with the frequency dependent solution
(152), we rewrite equation (187) in the form
1
csat330
=

1
L

 
D

L
E2D
1
N
E : (193)
Noting that from equation
1
N
=
C
ML
=
1
M
+
2
L
;
for each layer, from identity ML=NC  1, and from relation L = C   2M; it can
be shown that for a two-layer periodic system, equation (193) yields
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1csat330
=
hbMb
CbNb
+
hcMc
CcNc
 

hbbMb
NbCb
+ hccMc
NcCc
2
hb
Nb
+ hc
Nc
=
hbMb
CbNb
+
hcMc
CcNc
 

hbbMb
NbCb
2
+

hccMc
NcCc
2
+ 2hbhcbc
MbMc
CbCcNbNc
hbhc
NbNc
h
Nb
hb
+ Nc
hc
i
=
hb
Cb
Mb (Cb   2bMb)
CbNb| {z }
MbLb=CbNb1
+
hc
Cc
Mc (Cc   2cMc)
CcNc| {z }
McLc=CcNc1
+

bMb
Cb
  cMc
Cc
2
Nb
hb
+ Nc
hc
=

1
C

+

bMb
Cb
  cMc
Cc
2
Nb
hb
+ Nc
hc
;
which is precisely the zero frequency limit of equation (152).
Substituting parameter  (144) into equations (188) and (191) for other the moduli
we nd:
csat130 = c
sat
330
0@1  2 hi+ 2
L
 hiD
1
N
E
1A ; csat110 =

csat130
2
csat330
+ 4
0@hi   hi+ hi2D
1
N
E
1A ;
(194)
where

1
N

=

C
ML

=
*
1
M
+
2
L
+
=
hi
Kg
+
 
1
Kf
  1
Kg
!
hi+
*
2
L
+
:
Shear sti¤nesses are una¤ected by the uid, they are exactly the same as in elastic
media (Backus, 1962):
csat550 = c
dry
550 =
*
1

+ 1
; csat660 = c
dry
660 = hi : (195)
Substituting  into equation (44) we get
j = 1 
(1  4
3
j)Lj
Kg
;
then
hi = 1  hLi  
4
3
hi
Kg
; hi = hi   hi  
4
3
hi
Kg
;


L

=

1
L

  1 
4
3
hi
Kg
;
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and *
2
L
+
=

1
L

  21 
4
3
hi
Kg
+
D
1
L
E
  8
3
hi+ 16
9
hi
K2g
:
5.2 Iso-stress moduli for fractured media
As with the frequency dependent P-wave modulus, the low-frequency sti¤nesses for
the fractured medium can be obtained by taking the small thickness ratio limit hc !
0. Remembering that Lc and c are required to be O(hc), we can write
hi ! b ; hi ! bb ;


L

! b
Lb
+ ZN ;
*
2
L
+
! 
2
b
Lb
+ ZN ;
so that 
1
N

! 1
Nb
+ ZN :
Equation (193) then gives,
1
csat330
=
1
Lb
+ ZN  

b
Lb
+ ZN
2
1
Nb
+ ZN
=
1
Cb
+
2bNb
L2b
+ ZN  

b
Lb
+ ZN
2
1
Nb
+ ZN
=
1
Cb
+
ZN

2bNb
L2
b
+ 1
Nb
  2b
Lb

1
Nb
+ ZN
=
1
Cb
+
ZN

bNb
Lb
  1
2
1 + ZNNb
(196)
=
1
Cb
"
1 +
ZN(bMb   Cb)2
Cb(1 + ZNNb)
#
:
It is interesting to compare this result with the low-frequency limit of the frequency
dependent solution (159). In this limit, the cotangent function in equation (159) can
be replaced by the inverse of its argument, and this equation reduces to
1
csat330
=
1
Cb
+

bMb
Cb
  1
2
Nb +
1
ZN
=
1
Cb
"
1 +
ZN(bMb   Cb)2
Cb(1 + ZNNb)
#
: (197)
which is identical to equation (196), as expected. Equation (197) provides an expres-
sion for the P-wave modulus of waves propagating normal to the fractures at low
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frequencies, i.e. for frequencies low enough to allow equilibration of the uid pressure
p between fractures and the background during the period of the wave.
Taking into account that (Lb=Nb)(1+ZNNb)  2b+Lb=Mb+ZNLb, the small thickness
ratio limit hc ! 0 in the rst and second of equations (194) gives,
csat130 = c
sat
330

1  2b + 2bb
Nb
Lb
b + ZNLb
1 + ZNNb

; (198)
csat110 =

csat130
2
csat330
+ 4
"
(1  b)b +
2b
2
bNb
1 + ZNNb
#
:
The shear moduli, independent of the uid, are given from (195) by
c550 =
1
b
+ ZT ; c660 = b : (199)
Equations (197), (198) and (199) provide exact explicit analytical expressions for
low-frequency elastic moduli of a fractured medium as a function of the properties
of the background, fractures, and uid bulk modulus. Using simple algebra one can
show that these equations are exactly equivalent to the equations of the anisotropic
Gassmann model for uid substitution in a porous medium with aligned fractures
(Gurevich, 2002). This equivalence demonstrates that the model of wave propagation
in fractured media proposed in this work is consistent with the fundamental equations
of anisotropic poroelasticity (Gassmann, 1951; Brown and Korringa, 1975), which are
exact in the low frequency limit. These equations can be used for uid substitution in
fractured porous rocks. More detailed analysis of the e¤ects of background porosity
and uid properties on the low frequency anisotropy of fractured rocks can be found
in Gurevich (2002) and Cardona (2002).
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5.3 High frequency limit
The results for high frequencies can be obtained by taking the limit ! ! 1 in
equation (152), while still assuming ! to be less than !B and !R. For this reason, the
subscript high will be used instead of subscript 1. Noting that lim!!1 cot
p
i!B =  i,
taking this limit gives
1
csat33high
=

1
C

=
hb
Cb
+
hc
Cc
: (200)
This result, that at high frequencies the P-wave elastic modulus is the weighted har-
monic average of the saturated moduli of the two media (computed using isotropic
Gassmann equations), is to be expected. Indeed, at high frequencies the uid has
no time to move from pores in the background into the medium representing the
fractures, or vice versa. No ow between the media means the interfaces can be con-
sidered impermeable, and the whole layered continuum can be considered as a stack
of elastic layers. The properties of the stack can therefore be determined by Backus
averaging the saturated Gassmann moduli C and . Equation (200) is consistent with
this approach.
As hc ! 0; recall that although Lc is O(hc), the Gassmann modulus Cc remains nite
(154). Thus, the moduli obtained as hc ! 0 are:
1
csat33high
=

1
C

! 1
Cb
;
csat13high = c
sat
33high

1  2


C

! csat33high

1  2b
Cb

; (201)
csat11high =

csat13high
2
csat33high
+ 4
 
hi  
*
2
C
+!
!

csat13high
2
csat33high
+ 4b

1  b
Cb

= Cb ;
which are equivalent to the moduli as if there were no fractures. Note that the rst
and third of equations (201) show that csat33high = Cb = c
sat
11high
, i.e. at high frequencies
P-wave velocities for waves propagating parallel and perpendicular to layering are
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equal. This e¤ect is caused by the liquid sti¤ening the otherwise very compliant
fractures, and is a well known result for elastic fractured (non-porous) media when
ZN ! 0 (Hudson, 1980; Schoenberg and Douma, 1988; Thomsen, 1995).
The shear moduli as hc ! 0 are given by
c55high =
1
b
+ ZT = c550 ; c66high = b = c550 ; (202)
which indicates that these uid independent moduli are unchanged over the entire
frequency range, as expected.
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5 Fractured porous media - low and high frequency moduli
5.1 Iso-stress moduli for layered media
In this section we will derive low frequency moduli without referring to the frequency
dependent solution, but directly from iso-stress condition in z direction (Norris, 1993).
Again, using denitions of P-wave moduli for dry L saturated modulus Ls = C
respectively,
L = + 2 = K +
4
3
; Ls = C = s + 2 = Ks +
4
3
;
and the relation between them (Gassmann relation):
Ks = K + 
2M; C = L+ 2M (178)
we can rewrite constitutive relations (57) in the following form:
 = (L+ 2M)"  M

p
M
+ "

I = L"  pI; (179)
where L is the sti¤ness tensor for the dry rock. Note here that shear modulus  is
not a¤ected by uid, so dry and saturated shear moduli are equal.
Low frequency limit means that pore pressure is constant (there is enough time for
pressure to equilibrate throughout the stack) and average increase of uid in stack is
zero
p = const; hi = 0 :
Therefore, by averaging constitutive relations (179) over the stack of layers we get:
0= hi = h"i+
D
M 1
E
p;
=L"+ 
D
M 1
E 1 h"i I (180)
Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter 3, in a horizontally stratied medium with x3 =
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z being axis of symmetry, the displacements u1; u2; u3 and stresses 13; 23; 33 are
continuous across the interfaces. Recalling the linear relationship (5) between stain
and displacement, we note that variables ("11; "22; "12; 13; 23; 33) are constant across
the interfaces. Thus we can express a set of "jumping" variables (those which can
change on the interface) ("33; "13; "23; 11; 22; 12) as a function of "constant" vari-
ables ("11; "22; "12; 13; 23; 33) ; then we will average these "jumping" variables. First,
we can nd "33 from equation (179):
33 = c31"11 + c32"22 + c33"33   p = ("11 + "22) + (+ 2)"33   p
"33 =
1
L
[33   ("11 + "22) + p]
Expressing  in terms of "constants":
=
p
M
+ ("11 + "22) +

L
[33   ("11 + "22) + p]
=("11 + "22)
 
1  
L
!
+

L
33 + p
"
1
M
  
2
L
#
then using identities:
1  
L
=
L  
L
=
+ 2  
L
=
2
L
 can be rewritten as:
 = 2

L
("11 + "22) +

L
33 +
 
1
M
  
2
L
!
p:
Averaging through layers and applying the low-frequency condition hi = 0, we get:
0 = hi =

2

L

("11 + "22) +


L

33 +
*
1
M
+
2
L
+
p
Expressing p as a function of "constants" we have
p =  A("11 + "22) B33 (181)
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where
A =
*
1
M
+
2
L
+ 1 
2

L

; B =
*
1
M
+
2
L
+ 1 

L

: (182a)
Substituting p from (181) into (179) we can obtain the vector of the "jumping"
variables as a linear function of the continuous variables.
Focusing our attention on compressional wave only, we can reduce the set of "con-
stant" variables to ("11; "22; 33). First, calculating 11 in terms of ("11; "22; 33) for
any isotropic layer, we get
11 = (+ 2) "11+"22+"33 p = (+ 2) "11+"22+"33+A"11+A"22+B33
11=
1
+ 2
h
(+ 2)2 + (+ 2)A  2   A
i
"11 +
+
1
+ 2
h
 (+ 2) + (+ 2)A  2   A
i
"22 +
+
1
+ 2
[(+ 2)B +   B]33;
so that:
11 =
1
+ 2
[2 (2+ 2+ A) "11 + 2 (+ A) "22 + (+ 2B)33] : (183)
In the same way expressions for 22 and "33 can be calculated:
22 =
1
+ 2
[2 (+ A) "11 + 2 (2+ 2+ A) "22 + (+ 2B)33] ; (184)
"33 =
1
L
[  (+ A) "11   (+ A) "22 + (1  B)33] (185)
Combining the last three expressions yields266666666666664
11
22
"33
377777777777775
=
1
+ 2
266666666666664
2(2+ 2+ A) 2(+ A) + 2B
2(+ A) 2(2+ 2+ A) + 2B
 (+ A)  (+ A) 1  B
377777777777775
266666666666664
"11
"22
33
377777777777775
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From this expression we will be able to calculate e¤ective elastic moduli. Solving
equation (185) for 33; we can write
33 =
+ A
1  B ("11 + "22) +
L
1  B"33 =
+ A
L
L
1  B ("11 + "22) +
L
1  B"33;
or
1  B
L
33 =
+ A
L
("11 + "22) + "33:
Averaging through all layers whilst keeping in mind that "11; "22; and 33 are con-
tinuous, we have

1  B
L

33 =
*
+ A
L
+
("11 + "22) + h"33i
33 =
*
+ A
L
+
1  B
L
 1
("11 + "22) +

1  B
L
 1
h"33i (186)
Equation (186) is our rst stress-average strain relation for the layered porous medium.
Comparison with the general sti¤ness matrix for a TI medium yields low frequency
equivalent elastic moduli csat330 and c
sat
130
(with subscript 0 indicating low frequency
limit).
csat330 =

1  B
L
 1
(187)
csat130 = c
sat
330
*
+ A
L
+
(188)
In order to calculate csat110, we average (183):
h11i =
*
2 (2+ 2+ A)
L
+
"11 +
*
2 (+ A)
L
+
"22 +
*
+ 2B
L
+
33
=
*
2 (2+ 2+ A)
L
+
"11 +
*
+ 2B
L
+
csat130"11+
+
*
2 (+ A)
L
+
"22 +
*
+ 2B
L
+
csat130"22 +
*
+ 2B
L
+
csat330 h"33i (189)
Taking just coe¢ cients connected with "11 in (189), we have:
*
2 (2+ 2+ A)
L
+
=
*
2 (+ A+ L)
L
+
=
*
2 (+ A)
L
+
+ h2i
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*
+ 2B
L
+
csat130 = c
sat
130
"*

L
+
+

2
L

B
#
: (190)
From equations (182a), the relation between quantities A and B is
B =
*
1
M
+
2
L
+ 1 

L

= A
D

L
E
D
2
L
E ; 2
L

B = A


L

;
which we substitute in equation (190) to get
*
+ 2B
L
+
csat130 = c
sat
130
"*

L
+
+


L

A
#
= csat130
*
+ A
L
+
=

csat130
2
csat330
;
and nally
csat110 =

csat130
2
csat330
+
*
2 (+ A)
L
+
+ h2i (191)
Similarly, taking just coe¢ cients connected with "22 in equation (189), we get the
remaining sti¤ness coe¢ cient:
csat120 =

csat130
2
csat330
+
*
2 (+ A)
L
+
(192)
Equations (187), (188), (191), and (192) give the e¤ective sti¤ness coe¢ cients which
are needed to fully describe compressional wave propagation in the layered medium
in the low-frequency limit.
In order to compare the results of this section with the frequency dependent solution
(152), we rewrite equation (187) in the form
1
csat330
=

1
L

 
D

L
E2D
1
N
E : (193)
Noting that from equation
1
N
=
C
ML
=
1
M
+
2
L
;
for each layer, from identity ML=NC  1, and from relation L = C   2M; it can
be shown that for a two-layer periodic system, equation (193) yields
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1csat330
=
hbMb
CbNb
+
hcMc
CcNc
 

hbbMb
NbCb
+ hccMc
NcCc
2
hb
Nb
+ hc
Nc
=
hbMb
CbNb
+
hcMc
CcNc
 

hbbMb
NbCb
2
+

hccMc
NcCc
2
+ 2hbhcbc
MbMc
CbCcNbNc
hbhc
NbNc
h
Nb
hb
+ Nc
hc
i
=
hb
Cb
Mb (Cb   2bMb)
CbNb| {z }
MbLb=CbNb1
+
hc
Cc
Mc (Cc   2cMc)
CcNc| {z }
McLc=CcNc1
+

bMb
Cb
  cMc
Cc
2
Nb
hb
+ Nc
hc
=

1
C

+

bMb
Cb
  cMc
Cc
2
Nb
hb
+ Nc
hc
;
which is precisely the zero frequency limit of equation (152).
Substituting parameter  (144) into equations (188) and (191) for other the moduli
we nd:
csat130 = c
sat
330
0@1  2 hi+ 2
L
 hiD
1
N
E
1A ; csat110 =

csat130
2
csat330
+ 4
0@hi   hi+ hi2D
1
N
E
1A ;
(194)
where

1
N

=

C
ML

=
*
1
M
+
2
L
+
=
hi
Kg
+
 
1
Kf
  1
Kg
!
hi+
*
2
L
+
:
Shear sti¤nesses are una¤ected by the uid, they are exactly the same as in elastic
media (Backus, 1962):
csat550 = c
dry
550 =
*
1

+ 1
; csat660 = c
dry
660 = hi : (195)
Substituting  into equation (44) we get
j = 1 
(1  4
3
j)Lj
Kg
;
then
hi = 1  hLi  
4
3
hi
Kg
; hi = hi   hi  
4
3
hi
Kg
;


L

=

1
L

  1 
4
3
hi
Kg
;
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and *
2
L
+
=

1
L

  21 
4
3
hi
Kg
+
D
1
L
E
  8
3
hi+ 16
9
hi
K2g
:
5.2 Iso-stress moduli for fractured media
As with the frequency dependent P-wave modulus, the low-frequency sti¤nesses for
the fractured medium can be obtained by taking the small thickness ratio limit hc !
0. Remembering that Lc and c are required to be O(hc), we can write
hi ! b ; hi ! bb ;


L

! b
Lb
+ ZN ;
*
2
L
+
! 
2
b
Lb
+ ZN ;
so that 
1
N

! 1
Nb
+ ZN :
Equation (193) then gives,
1
csat330
=
1
Lb
+ ZN  

b
Lb
+ ZN
2
1
Nb
+ ZN
=
1
Cb
+
2bNb
L2b
+ ZN  

b
Lb
+ ZN
2
1
Nb
+ ZN
=
1
Cb
+
ZN

2bNb
L2
b
+ 1
Nb
  2b
Lb

1
Nb
+ ZN
=
1
Cb
+
ZN

bNb
Lb
  1
2
1 + ZNNb
(196)
=
1
Cb
"
1 +
ZN(bMb   Cb)2
Cb(1 + ZNNb)
#
:
It is interesting to compare this result with the low-frequency limit of the frequency
dependent solution (159). In this limit, the cotangent function in equation (159) can
be replaced by the inverse of its argument, and this equation reduces to
1
csat330
=
1
Cb
+

bMb
Cb
  1
2
Nb +
1
ZN
=
1
Cb
"
1 +
ZN(bMb   Cb)2
Cb(1 + ZNNb)
#
: (197)
which is identical to equation (196), as expected. Equation (197) provides an expres-
sion for the P-wave modulus of waves propagating normal to the fractures at low
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frequencies, i.e. for frequencies low enough to allow equilibration of the uid pressure
p between fractures and the background during the period of the wave.
Taking into account that (Lb=Nb)(1+ZNNb)  2b+Lb=Mb+ZNLb, the small thickness
ratio limit hc ! 0 in the rst and second of equations (194) gives,
csat130 = c
sat
330

1  2b + 2bb
Nb
Lb
b + ZNLb
1 + ZNNb

; (198)
csat110 =

csat130
2
csat330
+ 4
"
(1  b)b +
2b
2
bNb
1 + ZNNb
#
:
The shear moduli, independent of the uid, are given from (195) by
c550 =
1
b
+ ZT ; c660 = b : (199)
Equations (197), (198) and (199) provide exact explicit analytical expressions for
low-frequency elastic moduli of a fractured medium as a function of the properties
of the background, fractures, and uid bulk modulus. Using simple algebra one can
show that these equations are exactly equivalent to the equations of the anisotropic
Gassmann model for uid substitution in a porous medium with aligned fractures
(Gurevich, 2002). This equivalence demonstrates that the model of wave propagation
in fractured media proposed in this work is consistent with the fundamental equations
of anisotropic poroelasticity (Gassmann, 1951; Brown and Korringa, 1975), which are
exact in the low frequency limit. These equations can be used for uid substitution in
fractured porous rocks. More detailed analysis of the e¤ects of background porosity
and uid properties on the low frequency anisotropy of fractured rocks can be found
in Gurevich (2002) and Cardona (2002).
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5.3 High frequency limit
The results for high frequencies can be obtained by taking the limit ! ! 1 in
equation (152), while still assuming ! to be less than !B and !R. For this reason, the
subscript high will be used instead of subscript 1. Noting that lim!!1 cot
p
i!B =  i,
taking this limit gives
1
csat33high
=

1
C

=
hb
Cb
+
hc
Cc
: (200)
This result, that at high frequencies the P-wave elastic modulus is the weighted har-
monic average of the saturated moduli of the two media (computed using isotropic
Gassmann equations), is to be expected. Indeed, at high frequencies the uid has
no time to move from pores in the background into the medium representing the
fractures, or vice versa. No ow between the media means the interfaces can be con-
sidered impermeable, and the whole layered continuum can be considered as a stack
of elastic layers. The properties of the stack can therefore be determined by Backus
averaging the saturated Gassmann moduli C and . Equation (200) is consistent with
this approach.
As hc ! 0; recall that although Lc is O(hc), the Gassmann modulus Cc remains nite
(154). Thus, the moduli obtained as hc ! 0 are:
1
csat33high
=

1
C

! 1
Cb
;
csat13high = c
sat
33high

1  2


C

! csat33high

1  2b
Cb

; (201)
csat11high =

csat13high
2
csat33high
+ 4
 
hi  
*
2
C
+!
!

csat13high
2
csat33high
+ 4b

1  b
Cb

= Cb ;
which are equivalent to the moduli as if there were no fractures. Note that the rst
and third of equations (201) show that csat33high = Cb = c
sat
11high
, i.e. at high frequencies
P-wave velocities for waves propagating parallel and perpendicular to layering are
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equal. This e¤ect is caused by the liquid sti¤ening the otherwise very compliant
fractures, and is a well known result for elastic fractured (non-porous) media when
ZN ! 0 (Hudson, 1980; Schoenberg and Douma, 1988; Thomsen, 1995).
The shear moduli as hc ! 0 are given by
c55high =
1
b
+ ZT = c550 ; c66high = b = c550 ; (202)
which indicates that these uid independent moduli are unchanged over the entire
frequency range, as expected.
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6 Fractured porous media - numerical modeling
6.1 Methodology
In this chapter, the dispersion and the attenuation curves given by equation (174) with
respect to the normalized frequency 
0 (173) are compared with a numerical solution
for porous media with fractures modelled as high porosity layers of small but nite
thickness. The numerical solution is obtained using independent reectivity method
for layered porous media, utilizing OASES (Ocean Acoustics and Seismic Exploration
Synthesis) software developed at MIT (Schmidt and Tango, 1986). OASES is a gen-
eral purpose computer code for modelling seismo-acoustic propagation in horizontally
stratied waveguides using wavenumber integration in combination with the Direct
Global Matrix solution technique. The software package is advanced implementa-
tion of 1.5D elastic reectivity algorithm that can compute plane wave reection-
transmition coe¢ cients taking into account all the e¤ects occurring in horizontally
layered media. Also, OASES can handle uid and anisotropic media and frequency
dependent attenuation, and has been extended to handle poroelastic layers (taking
into account Biots slow wave) with proper boundary conditions.
Figure 18 shows model with horizontal lines showing the position of thin soft layers
representing fractures. Models like this are created using a MATLAB code for a given
set of properties of the background and fracture materials, fractures thickness and
fracture spacing and then utilized in OASES. Using OASES code we obtain plane
wave complex transmission coe¢ cients for this layered system (Figure 19). These
coe¢ cients can then be used to calculate e¤ective complex velocity v and attenua-
tion Q 1 in an equivalent homogeneous medium. The normal incidence transmission
coe¢ cient T for such an equivalent medium can be written as
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T = exp( z) exp(ikz): (203)
where z is the overall thickness of the layered system,  is the e¤ective coe¢ cient of
attenuation and k = !=v is the wavenumber of the transmitted wave. Taking absolute
values of left and right hand sides of equation (203) yields
jT j = exp ( z) (204)
or
 =   ln jT j
z
Attenuation coe¢ cient  is related to inverse quality factor Q 1 by (White, 1983)
Q 1 =
2v
!
=   2v
z!
ln jT j : (205)
Equation (205) can be used to compute inverse quality factor from absolute values of
transmission coe¢ cients obtained from OASES. Phase velocity can be obtained from
the phase of the transmission coe¢ cient. For this the phase (right pane of Figure
19) has to be unwrapped. This can be done in MATLAB using a standard unwrap
function.
6.2 Periodic system of fractures
Figure 20 shows results for the periodic distribution of fractures. We observe excellent
agreement between numerical experiment (dashed line) and theoretical solution (solid
line). On the numerical curve at high frequencies we observe stopping and passing
bands for frequencies satisfying resonance conditions
n

2
= H ;
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Fig. 18. Simple model showing periodic fractures. P-wave velocity is represented on the right
with S-wave velocity shown on the left.
Fig. 19. Resultant transmission coe¢ cients and phase relationships for model shown in
Figure 18.
where  is the wavelength, n is an integer and H is spatial period. Such an e¤ect
is not observed in our theoretical curve (solid line) because we have assumed low
frequency range ( < 2H=n) for the e¤ective medium theory.
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Fig. 20. Comparison of numerical (dashed lines) and theoretical (solid lines) results for the
periodic distribution of fractures.
6.3 Random system of fractures
Having validated results for periodic system of fractures, the models were then ex-
panded to incorporate:
a) Model A - Random fracture distribution with constant fracture thickness
b) Model B - Random fracture distribution with random thickness
These numerical results were then compared with the theoretical solution which as
before represents periodic distribution of fractures. For the Model A little variation
is seen between the theoretical and numerical results, with similar attenuation and
P-wave velocity curves obtained (Figure 21). However, signicant variation between
theoretical and numerical results is observed when fracture thickness was varied in
conjunction with fracture distribution (Figure 22). From these results it can be de-
duced that fracture distribution, as a stand alone variable, will not greatly inuence
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Fig. 21. Model A - Random fracture distribution with constant fracture thickness; Compar-
ison of numerical (dashed lines) and theoretical (solid lines) results.
Fig. 22.Model B - Random fracture distribution with random fracture thickness; Comparison
of numerical (dashed lines) and theoretical (solid lines) results.
attenuation or P-wave velocity in a saturated fractured medium.
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Model A was created with random fracture distribution (average background thick-
ness of 39.99 m) and constant fracture thickness of 0.01 m. The random distribution
of fractures was created by generating uniformly distributed random numbers in the
interval (0, H) and using them as coordinates of fracture locations. Results obtained
from Model A were also found to agree very well with the theoretical results for
periodic fracturing.
Model B was created using random fracture location combined with random (uni-
formly distributed) fracture thickness (average background and fracture thickness of
39.99 m and 0.01 m respectively). The simulation involving Model B resulted in ve-
locity and attenuation curves that markedly varied from the theoretical results. The
attenuation and P-wave velocity is inuenced by fracture thickness not distribution.
6.4 Possibilities of experimental validation of the model
Practical application of the model of frequency dependent anisotropy, attenuation
and dispersion developed in this work requires validation by comparison with ex-
perimental data. This however is not an easy task. The principal di¢ culty lies in
the fact that each of the seismic and acoustic technologies - reection seismology,
sonic logging, ultrasonic measurements - cover a relatively narrow frequency band.
Thus these technologies are not adequate for measuring the frequency dependencies
of attenuation or velocity, which require measurements in a wide frequency range, see
gures 2-8. Interpretation of narrow band attenuation measurements is ambiguous,
as attenuation may be caused by other mechanisms, such as scattering.
One promising possibility is comparison with repeated seismic measurements known
as time-lapse seismic. If for example a gas reservoir is subjected to water injection,
water will replace gas. This makes possible identication of changes in seismic veloc-
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ity and attenuation due to uid e¤ect (as well as pressure). However, for a fractured
medium studied in this work, multi-azimuth and/or multicomponent data will proba-
bly be required to characterise anisotropy and identify fracture e¤ects. Multi-azimuth
is almost never recorded o¤shore ( and certainly not in time-lapse mode due to the
current marine acquisition technology). Time lapse multicomponent data (so called
4D-9C) is also rare. Multicomponent and multi-azimuth data are sometimes recorded
on land, but land time lapse is rare because of repeatability problems and economic
factors.
One specic phenomenon which opens some opportunity for controlled comparison is
shear wave splitting. If a medium is, say, fractured, shear waves propagating parallel
or at an angle to fractures will split into two waves: one polarised parallel to fractures
and another polarised in the plane perpendicular to fractures. Shear wave splitting
is an excellent indicator of seismic anisotropy. For vertical and sub-vertical fractures
shear wave splitting can be measured by multicomponent seismic at small o¤sets
and single azimuth. If fractures are rotationally invariant and vertical, shear wave
splitting must be independent of the uid ll.
Recently, Guest et al. (1998) and van der Kolk et al. (2001) presented experimental
evidence demonstrating that in the Natih eld in Oman shear waves are sensitive to
uid type in fractured media. Sayers (2002) suggested that if the fractures are not
perfectly vertical, the shear-wave splitting also varies with the normal compliance of
the fractures. If the fracture contains a uid, the normal compliance of the fracture
decreases with increasing uid bulk modulus and is sensitive to the interconnectiv-
ity of the fracture network and the permeability of the background medium and
to whether the fracture is fully or partially saturated. This results in a decrease in
shear-wave splitting and an increase in shear-wave velocity with increasing uid bulk
modulus. The expressions for the limiting low and high-frequency moduli derived in
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this work suggest that the magnitude of this e¤ect will be the largest, if fractures are
fully saturated and frequency is in the high-frequency range. Given that background
permeability in Natih is low, probably less than 1 milidarcy (as background porosity
is only a few per cent), seismic waves are indeed likely to fall into the high frequency
range. This suggests that Natih observations are consistent with the model devel-
oped in this work. More detailed comparison of our results with Natih observations
require knowledge of all reservoir parameters (such as permeability, fracture spacing
and distribution) which have not been published.
Generally speaking, comparison of our model with experimental data will require
well controlled condition. The only experiments that can satisfy this condition are
laboratory experiments. Such experiments are planned for the near future.
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7 Conclusions
Fractures in the porous rock can be modelled as very thin and highly porous layers
in a porous background. When both pores and fractures are dry, such material is
equivalent to a transversely isotropic dry elastic porous material with linear-slip in-
terfaces. When saturated with a liquid this material exhibits signicant attenuation
and velocity dispersion due to wave induced uid ow between pores and fractures.
At low frequencies the material properties are equal to those obtained by anisotropic
Gassmann theory applied to a porous material with linear-slip interfaces (Gassmann,
1951; Brown and Korringa, 1975). At high frequencies the results are equivalent to
those for fractures with vanishingly small normal slip in a solid (non-porous) back-
ground (Schoenberg and Douma, 1988). The characteristic frequency of the attenua-
tion and dispersion depends on the background permeability, uid viscosity, as well
as fracture density and spacing.
The wave induced uid ow between pores and fractures considered in this paper has
exactly the same physical nature as so-called squirt ow, which is widely believed to
by a major cause of seismic attenuation (Mavko and Nur, 1975; OConnell and Bu-
diansky, 1977; Jones, 1986). Hence, the present model can be viewed as a new model
of squirt-ow attenuation, consistent with Biots theory of poroelasticity. This model
can be extended to multiple fracture sets using the method of added compliances
(Sayers and Kachanov, 1995).
The present work is limited to the derivation of the P-wave modulus along the sym-
metry axis. Derivation of other moduli of the periodically fractured medium would
require the solution for the compressional and shear waves of arbitrary incidence in
a layered poroelastic medium. This will be done in separate study.
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The theoretical results of this work are also limited by the assumption of periodic
distribution of fractures. In reality fractures may be distributed in a random fashion.
Sensitivity of our results to the violation of the periodicity assumption was examined
numerically using reectivity modelling for layered poroelastic media. Numerical ex-
periments for a random distribution of fractures of the same thickness still show
surprisingly good agreement with theoretical results obtained for periodic fractures.
However this agreement may break down if fracture properties are allowed to vary
from fracture to fracture.
The results of this thesis show how to compute frequency dependences of attenuation
and velocity caused by wave induced uid ow between pores and fractures. These
results can be used to obtain important parameters of fractured reservoirs, such
as permeability and fracture weakness, from attenuation measurements. The major
requirement for the success of such an approach is that measurements must be made
in over a relatively broad frequency range.
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